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Murray, hy Monday Afternoon, May 1, 1978 In Our 99tb Year 
15c Per Copy
lines
Volume 99 No. 101
Gov. Carroll Authorizes Plans
For New MSU Basketball Arena 
_ By DWAINSIrINTOSH
Gov. Julian M. Carroll has taken the
first official step toward ,the con-
struction of a new basketball fieldhouse
at Murray State University.
He told a gathering at the annual
alumni banquet on the campus





authorized the state secretary of
finance to begin the planning im-
mediately for the facility.
In making the announcement,  Carroll
- recounted how-he made a telephone call
to .Ron Greene in an effort to persuade
him to accept the head basketball
coaching position at Murray State.
tilt •
Greene, coach of the year in the
Southeastern Conference at Mississippi
State University in 1977-78, agreed to
take the job a short time after talking to
Carroll.
Carroll said Greene asked shoos th.
possibility of a new fieldhouse, and the
governor responded that he would
e 4.tr.
DISCUSSING SHOT — Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll (center) and Murray State head football coac
h Mike Gott-
fried discuss the governor's options for his tee shot on the number eight hole at the Murray Country Club
. In the left
foreground is Z. C. Enix who, along with Commonwealth's attorney and MSU regent Ron Christopher
 and M. C.
Garrott of Murray State and several other local individuals, coordinated the governors round of golf 
with several
local golfing enthusiasts Saturday. s
taff Photo by Gene PrIcCutcheoa .
This Year's Arts And Crafts
:Fist TdAward $9501n Prizes
-GOLDEN MS -Land
Bet,yeen the Lakes Arts and Crafts
Festival will be held June 24-25, 1978, at
the 170,000-acre public demonstration
area between Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley in western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
Prizes in the amount of $950 will be
awarded at the festival this year, which
will be limited to 250 exhibitors. More
than 17,000 people attended last year.
Artists and craftsmen wishing to
display might& works of art; -sticlitet
paintings, glass, textiles, sculpture,
leather, woodcarving, pottery, and
photography can enter the festival
before June 1 for an $8 entry fee. The
entry fee after June 1 will be $10, and
there will be no refunds made after that
date.
Guild officials stressed that no
manufactured goods, including
jewelry, printed aeedlework, dec-




Calvin Grayson has announced two
blacktop resurfacing .projects Ia
Calloway County.
One involves resurfacing along 1.1
Mlles of Cross Span Road (CR WO)
. beginning at Ledbetter Road (CR-11.11.
southeast.
The other project involves resur-
facing Ledbetter Road ( CR 10511
beginning at Cross Span Road (CR
1049), east.
According to Grayson, the project
will be funded with 70 percent federal
money and 30 percent County Road Aid
Money.
The federal cost share of the project
comes from the Off-System Federal-
Aid Highway Program established two
years ago to assist state and local
governments in improving roads and
bridges that previously had not been
inside today 
eligible for federal-aid highway money.
Matching dollar support for the
project is being drawn -from monies
previously allocated to Calloway
County under the state's 1977-78 County
Road Aid Program by the Kentucky
Department "of Transportation.
The 1977-78 allocation for Calloway
County, as announced earlier this year,
was $133,055.
The County Road Aid Program was
established in 1936 to help local
governments maintain their county
road systems. It is administered by the
Division of Rural and Municipal Aid in
KYDOT's Bureau of Highways.
Under that program, nine-tenths of
every cent collected in tax on each
gallon of motor fuel sold in Kentucky is
set aside for allocation once annually,
on a fiscal year basis, to Kentucky's 120
counties.
One Section—I6 Pages
A whirl of activities took place last weekend in cont-
nection with the Murray State University Alumni
Association get-together and a day-Iting stay by Kentucky
Governor Julian Carroll here. Two full pages from the
weekend appears in today's edition. See Page 10 and 11.
dearing and cool
Mostly cloudy with a chance
of showers this morning becom-
ing partly sunny this afternoon.
Highs in the mid 60a Clearing
and coof"Thailfir Lows in the
low 403. Mostly sunny and Cool.'
Tue0ay. Highs „in the mid 60s.,
northeasterly around 10
miles an hour- today becoming
-1.1nidght
Ptobability of precipitation is
10 percent this morning. '
today's index
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tiin e totalirtrorrmanufactured parts,
will be accepted. Also, any use of
traditional patterns must be
acknowledged. Photomechanicallv
reproduction prints may be exhibited
only when the original painting is on
display.
According to4bfficials from TVA and
the Murray Art Guild, cosponsors of the
event, all application will be screened
.0y the Murray Art GuicL Tentative
Acceptance will be given by return
nristcard. Any exhibitor is subject to
refusal at the show site if his boot n of
exhibit items are not in accordance
with show standards.
This year's festival will also incluie a
best booth contest with one first-place
prize of $50.
Juried sections this year will include
two-dimensional paintings .91, any
media and a crafts section. There will
be $275 award in each section with first
place receiving $150; second place, $75;
and third place $50. Each class will also
receive three honorable menden rib-
bons. A $200 best of show award will
also be presented.
A special banner contest will
highlight the competition this year with
a first-place prize of $75; second place,
$50; and third place, $25 being awarded.
All regulations and specifics on the
various contest can be . obtained by
writing or calling the Murray Art Guild,
103 North 6th Street, Murray Kentucky
42071, Telephone (5021. 753-9085; or
TVA, Land Between The Lakes,
Interpretive Services, Golden Pond,




A 12 member Calloway County Grand
Jury is expected to report Thursday
after jury selection in circuit curt
today.
Grand jurors will spend the coining
days considering a number of criminal
cases, plus conduct an inspecticr of
county property.
Calloway County Circuit Judge
James Lassiter today swore in grand
jurors Louise Shoemaker, Krista knn
Kennedy, Buddy Miller Spann, Oveta
Ftogard, George Ed Waldrop, ,Barbara
Ann Barnett, Sue W. Morris; Dortha
Winchester, Donna Ruth. Brandon,
Mark Buckingham, Fred Clare Morton
and Linda S. Kelly.
In circuit cont action ead ier;r ort.* -
Lassiter sentenced Carl "Red" Duncan
tweiwyftrotertWebenditsife ilfittrier
pleaded guilty to an amended chanted
to luiowlingly receiving stolen property
of a value leas than 6100, according la, a •
court official.
make every 'effort to build new arenas
at both Murray and Morehead -
"Now you know I'm going to have to
build one at Morehead tqo because_L
have to be governor of all Kentucky,"
Carroll told the applauding crowd of
about 600 alumni, friends, and
_university supporters.
He said he feels the expenditures are
advisable because athletic programs
make a substantial contribution to an
educational system and it is necessary
to commit funds to meet the eornpetion
in the marketplace.
"I sincerely believe that good football
and basketball programs at all our
universities are vitally important to our
educational system and, indeed, to the
health of our state economy." he em-
phasized. •
-Besides--eommitivient—ee-----the- - -
fieldhouse, Carroll had more -good news
for his native West Kentucky: Me-spoke
of renovations at both Kenlake and
Kentucky Darn VWiage State Resort
Parks and the project to develoPI
Jackson Purchase Museum in Wrather
Hall on the campus. Then he dropped
another big surprise:
We are about tffhire Jack Nicklaus
to build one of the most professional
golf courses in America at Kentucky
Dam Village.". Again, the crowd built
into applause.
The governor characterized West
Kentucky as an area with three solid
economic cornerstones—tourism,
apiculture, and industry.










1:0011N' HIS HOW* Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll 
toots the horn on a
specially-designed "executive" putter presented
 to him Saturday night
following his address at the Murray State alumni b
anquet In addition to the
honor, attached to the golf dub was a three-minute ti
mer, compass, spirit
level and a tape measure.
Hioso Ram Abel=
Regents Approve $27.6 Million
Budget For University Saturday
A budget of $77.6 million for the 1978-
79 fiscal year at Murray State
University was approved by the
school's board of regents meeting here
Saturday. The- budget reflects and
increase of $2.1 million over the current
year's projected operating- costs. --
Included in the budget is an average
salary increase of approximately seven
percent fOr faculty members and nine
percent for staff employees involved in
service activities. The salaries of the
'professional staff' will be increase
approximately 5.5 percent.
Dr. Constantine ( Deno) Curris,
university president, told the board that
largei increases were desired for
service employees but the funding
provided by the legislature would not
allow a greater hike. The president said
the salaries of MSU 's service employes
are lower than the salaries of state
employees in Frankfort who perform
similar work.
Curris also told the board that the
university weathered the harsh winter
rather well as far as maior damage to
buildings and roofs was concerned. He
pointed out, however, that the extreme
cold caused the school's utility bill to
run about 2200,000 over budget and that
the university is presently trying to
make up that difference.
Also Saturday, the regents voted to
place eight faculty members on
tenure, an action which guarantees that
they cannot be fired except under
certain extreme -circumstances. The
ternae-action was taken- following a 24cr-
hour executive session of the board.
Under the university's tenure policy,
a decision is made on each faculty
member after he or she has been em-
ployed six years. Those not granted
tenure are traditionally offered one-
year terminal contracts.
Tenure decisions in 1974 stirred
controversy on the campus when 25
faculty members were denied tenure.
Of those denied tenure, 11 filed suit in
federal court 'seeking to have their
contracts restored. 'A federal judge
dismissed the suit, however, saying the
university had a right not to rehire the
faculty members.
Also at Saturday's meeting;
—The board authorized the con-
ferring of honorary degrees on Richard
W. Farrell, retired chairman of the
MSU Music Department; Dr. Hugh L.
Oattley, retired chairman of the
Department Of Applied Science and
Technology, and Dr. M. G. Scarlett,
retiring president of Middle Tennessee
State University;
—The newest member of the board,
Martha Boles, recently elected
President of MStra Stuclat_gr9YED•
ment Asaodation was sworn_1111- Effing
with reappointed members Jere
McCuiston of 1kttih ant WO=
Carneal, Ownesboro;
—Dr. George Nichols was appointed
-chairman of the Department of Safety
Engineer and Health.
The regents also increased the
president's salary from $45,000 per year
to 248,000 per year.
Dr. Curris,gave the regents a report
on construction projects currently
underway on the campus. Items in-
cluded in his report were:
—Work has begun on the construction
of a new $8.2 million university center.
The center is being constructed on the
parking lot adjacent to the Cutchin
Athletic Complex and is expected to be
completed in two years;
—Preliminary planning is underway
for the renovation of Wrather Hall into
the Jackson Purchase Museum. The
project is being financed by locally
raised funds and grants from the state;
—The new Waterfield Library,
located in the renovated and expanded




The bands of Murray High and
Murray Middle Schools completed a
very busy weekend, compiling a
number of honors.
Murray High Symphonic Band ap•
peared in the Murray Regional Concert
Band Festival at Lovett Auditorium on
the campus to receive all top ratings of
superior from each band judged and
from the sight reading judge. Murray
High Concert Band received an ex-
cellent rating as did the Murray Middle
eighth and seventh grade bands.
On Friday, the Murray Middle School
eighth grade band extended its first
place record in the junior high class at
the Paris Fish Fry to six consecutive
years and the seventh grade band
brought home third in the same
division.
Second place in the class went to
Humboldt I Tenn.) Junior High. In all,
there were 17 bands in the class, the
most junior high bands composed of
eighth and seventh grades bands.
According to band director Joe Sills,
band events remaining this season
include the All-District Bands at
Murray State May 12 and 13 and the
. Murray Middle Spring Co
ncert May 25
-"Itre Idtirrag fligh- Stays Rand Will
perform in assembly at Murray .High
VAC e -
The finel meeting of the year for the
Murray Rand Boosters will be Tuesday,
May 9.7:30 p. m. at the Murray High
band room.
TROPHY WEEKEND — The hands at Murray Middle School c
twiplititiieeaahnet-une iivs—ireflar the, band*
•Fish Fry Day and another, a third place award, in the same event. Standing
Sifth the trophies are (from left) band director Buddy light drum majors
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_ Golf Winners Are_Named;
cNed. Me .Lineti ps Released For ,Play
--- The Ladies Golf Association Anna Mary Adams, and Faira
of the Murray Country Club Alexander.
opened the Season on Wed- Euvie Mitchell, Inus Orr,
nesdaY, April 26, .with a _Euldent Robinson, and Nancy
scramble. ch.
Members of the winrung 
:" FaEndritih
Garrison, Alice







Miss Donna Lynne Gardner
41
Alice Purdom, and Lorraine
Maggard. Second place team
winners were Dorthy Fike'
Urbena Koenen,  and Mary
Belle Overby.
Lineups for play on Wed-
nesday, May, 3, have been
released by the hostess, Sue
Costello, who . asked,: that
Players who are unable to play
to call her at 753-.5692. Tee off
time will be at 9:30 am. for
the following lineups: -
Jerlene Sullivan, Frances
Hulse, Margaret Shuffett, and
Diane Villanova.
Dorthy Fike,-Evelyn Jones,





Betty Stewart. Toni Hopson.
Rebecca Irvan, Rowena
Cullom, Vickie Baker, and Sue
McCOart,
Urbena Koenen, Exie Hill,
Janice Howe, and Carla
.Rerroat.
Lou Doran, Juliet Wallis,
Mary -B. Overby;—iiial Ruby
Pool.
Judy Muehleman, Mickey
Phillips, Emma Sue Hutson,
andMary Ann Clark.
Mary Watson, Ruth Wilson,
Norma Runk, and Billie
Cohoon.




Bryan, Billie Carroll, and
Lynitta Moses.
  COMMLTNTTY
GA T .E IVDP
Mrs. Hazel Hodges of 828 South Fourth Street, Murray, an-
noces the engagement and approaching marriage of her
daughter, Miss Dotuul Lynne,artlisar, to Gene Nanney, son of
- Mrs. Leona I-Ambert of Chester, Ill. -
The bride-elect is also the daughter of Elmo Gardner of
Murray. She is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
Mr. Nanney is a 1977 graduate of Murray State University.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, May 6, at 5:30 pan.





Easter - Father s Day - Anniversaries
Going Out of Business
Sale30%
OFF
All Merchandise In Store
The ioperial melon, 'JERI
121 eV PIPS humimarr, ky Open 10 S IS3 311
 411,k
W.•• •••.11,
10 • • • • iiiamiV; • • • le • •  
tonitesTinovies
/sr Piazn Information, Please Call 753-3314
@MO
AN Chelan*









don t 1.t HOFFMAN
hortgrt -STRAIGHT
[Dm 1/11 I ir
CitEff
641 1.4 Cents& Ctr
Ove—ri
Monday, May 1 Tuesday, May!
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free .• The Lake Area Singles will
and Accepted Masons will meet at 7:00 p.m. in the Bank
of Benton. A speaker ismeet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall. . planned. future actiyities are
to be announced. Any
May, May 1 divorced:* widowed or never
— Musical Program will be married person are invited to
presented_lay_ students '4,1,---attend This meeting:.  
Robertson Elementary
School; Joan Bowker, Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a




• University. 'Admission is fifty
cents. •
 -
Joint recital by John GoOde,
Cadiz, trumpet, and Rhonda
PhillipS,• flute, Paducah, will
begin at 8:15 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine




Mr. and Mrs. John Myers
Miller, 1311 South 6th Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Greg Russell,
weighing seven pounds eleven
ounces, measuring 21 inches,
born on Saturday, April 8, at
six a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter, Jill
Shannon,. age nineteen
months. The father is em-
ployed as an electrician at
Murray State University-------
Grandparents .are Mr. and
Mrs. Hardigian Miller of
Hazel Route TWo and Mr. and
...mrs: A. B, Russet of Kirksiy...




Dr. Charles Boulton of the
Murray Chiropractic Center
spoke on "Nutrition" at the
meeting of the Mih*ray Unit
of the National Hairdresseif.
Association held on Monday,
April 24, AT the Triangle Inn.
The president, Debbie N:
Griffin, presided. Other
members present were Tina
-Olsuu, Wdfldd RWIIKB3r
Dalton, o Dortch, Sharon
•) e y Bybee,-Waii-da
Housden, JudyvCurd, Carol
Hill, and Shere Parker.
The 'next meeting will be
held on June 12 at Judy and
- Shere's Beauty Salon. • -
Recovery, Inc„ will meet at
--the Health Center,--North--
Seventh and Olive „,Streeta,_
hfurray, at seven p.m.
•
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
  tzttle 7 MOOrT7-
Mrs. T. C. Collie at seven p.m.
and Kathleen Jones with Mrs.
M. T Tarry110:15 p.m.
• '"",
Exhibits of annual Student
Art Show, three-dimensional
exhibit by Shirley E. Walk,
Radcliff, painting and
drawing .extubition by Alice
Ann' Henderson, Ripley, Tn.,
and weaving and textiles by
Joyce Jean, Owensboro', will
open at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of Price Doyle Fine




. Woman's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Vivian
Campbell.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at f:30 cat. al" 
Dexter Center. -
Ellis Center Will be open
front en am. to three p.m. for
activities by the senior
citizens with devotion at 10:05
am . business meeting at
10 30 a.m., lunch at noon,
band practice and shuf-
fleboard at one p.m., shuf-
fleboard at six p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p m
Murray Assembly No. 19
.._Urder..of the Rainbow fee Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Fir* Baptist Church Baptist
Women will hold their general
meeting at .9:30 a.m. at the
,church.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Anate Armstrong
with Mrs. Wayne Halley at ten
a.m., Dorothy Group with











All Seats $3.00 Under 17 Must Have






• am, and Bed 'Walker Group
"NV POM
' a "DR UN" is):  .,.,4, 401 64410swo4i_
m.,
'Delta Department, Murray.
  Woman's Club, will have a
.0000001.W.1••••••• —lad slipper at the club house
• . !••  at 6 30p m. with the program
••** by Margaret Trevathan
Benefit Concert Will
Be Held On Tuesday
The University of Tennessee
at Martin Chapter' of Sigma
Alpha Iota Music Fraternity
will present a benefit concert
on Tuesday, May 2.
The program will include
the music of such composers
as Rachmaninolr, Dubussy,
Schumann, and •13aul.
Williams. The concert will
include guest perfOrrnances
Eteil%
Hso-riss,  Gilbery Cal V, all
members of the UTIV1 Musice
Faculty.
'Admission will be El 50 for
adults, $1.00 for students, and
50 cents for children, with
proceeds going to the Ten-
nessee Performing Arts
Centers. This program will be
presented in the UTM Fine
Arts Theatre at 8:00 p
I HOSPITAL NEWS I
,Pea
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Ted Gene Alexander of
Murray was disMissed April







Mrs. Catherine M. Mattis
and Baby Boy, 2213
Gatesborough Ct., Murray,
Miss Yvonne Robinson, 638
Bowlin, l'aris, Tn., Mrs. Mary
E. Hutson, P. 0. Box
Murray, Mrs. Rue 3. M-e-'
Cuteheon, 17W-rat-mei% .
Muri*r.„.. Mrs. Ronda S.
Cooper, RE11, Patti, Tn.,
Robert,
Murray, Miss Pamela.$. Dick,
ht. 2. Hazel, Robert C. Hulse,
202 N. 8th., Murray, Miss
Jessica ('. Joyce, Rt. 4,
Murray, Miss Susie F'. Allen,
Rt. 5, Murray. Leo H. Rand,
510 So. 8th., Murray, Joseph S.
Perz, 3 Ridge Rd.; Hamlin,
Martin Crowell. Rt. 2,- Hazel.
Robert Booher, Rt. 5, Benton,
Cecil A. Jackson, Rt.' 2,
Buchanan, Tn , Mrs. Lottie
Pendergrass, Rt. 1, -Far-
mington, Mrs. Margaret I..
Hicks, Fern Terrace 14g.,
Murray, Mrs. I.ucille C.
Easley, Rt. I, Mayfield, Mrs.




Dismissed April 12 Prom the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield was Vickie Jane
Grady, Murray.
PATIENT AT MAYFIELD
Deana M. Bennett and
Gregory Bennett of Murray




Dismissed April 18 from the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield, as Betty. Jean
Travis of Murray. _
;
m
FAR EAST TASTING PARTY
— Seventh grade students at
Murray Middle School
recently completed a study
of  the Far East with a tasting
party consisting dishes
typical of the area. In the
above photo, Jim Etrevard,
left, a Murray State Univer-
sity participant demon-
strated cooking in a wok,
ithseistiog,aw trom_left,
Jonathan Overbey, 'John
Stitirt—SIVIr Mike MIS. In
Ihe—ph—oto at Igt Brevard
cautions Denecia Ramsey to
start out with small bites as
she eats with chopsticks.
New In your.
.-WeighlifOrhOod?
And still searching for the grocery storeand more
closet space? -
11's my lob to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring JR__
:basket of gifts to delight your family..
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will, too.
4k01/lc& Olt
• ...... • • • .•
Kathryn Outland
75.1-3079
About 80 percent of Ameni
can women marrying for •
the first time receive a
diamond engagement ring.

























































Beginning May 1, you can save money on your telephone bill by looking
up phone numbers in the directory instead of calling Directory Assistance. OQ,_,.
- that date, monthly residential and business telephone rates per telephone-,
line will be cut 30 cents a month, and a new-charge plan for calls to Directory
Assistance becomes effective. Here's how the charge plan works:
Local Directory Assistance (Obtained by dialing 411 or 1 + 411)
For each line, you will receive a five-call allowance. This means you can
makeliVp Directory Assistance calls each month vvithOut an extra charge. And
you may request two numbers on each call. If you make more lha_n five local
Directory Assistancetalls in a-monthly billing period, you will be-charged 20
-Oents-for_each extra _
In-State Long Distance Directory Assistance (Obtained by dialing 1 + area
code, if different from yours + 555-Q12)
For each in state long distance call completed from and charged to
'Our line within the monthly billing period, you can make Without charge one
in- sbte. lonj distance Directory Assistance call. For each unused portion of
your locdt five-call allowance, you ccin make without charge one aelditiontil
in-state longtlistance Directory Assistance call. Any extra in-state long
distance Directoristance calls will be billed at 20 cents each.
Directory Assistance (Obtained by dialing Operator "0") -
If you dial the operptor (s'ai)for Directory Assistance when you could have
- -dialed 411 or 555 -1212, on addittollai20-eenttoperotor charge is applicable.
Exempt friin Directory Assistance Chcirges .
These -Directory Assistance calls will be totally exempt from charges:
,Calls to long distance Directory Asststanc'e outside Kentucky
— Calls from numbers that have been exempted-because a caller is
blind or physic-ally handicapped and unable to Use a directory
(To find out more about this
Look in the book. krisfsiiie. -exemption, call your South
Central gell business office.)
—Calls from coin phones •
—Calls from hospital patient
rooms and hotel amci motel
-10OrT1S. •























































- PEAR ABBY: lain 9 and my sister is 15 and we live on afarm with our parents. My sister is going to have a-babyand she isn't married.
I never knew you could get this kind of service withouthusband.'
SURPRISED IN IOWA
DEAR SURPRISED: Well, you can. And that's why it'sjust as Important for girls your age to learn- how-NOT-to—multiply as it Is to kith how to add.
.64-•
DEAR ABBY: I once felt that being a good samaritan
was a nice way to be. However, after reading that you
discourage kindnesses such astelping carry a stranger's
luggage at airports, it opened my eyes. So I have written a• . a • to follow; 
1. Don't assist anyone having prcablartts with their car.
• • - competing-with-tose_traick chivers,....A A A .arui
mechanics. They could be put out of work.
2. Don't drive the elderly, sick or handicapped to
hospitals or senior citizen clubs. You are competing with
public transportatiob and cab companies.
3. Don't do hospital volunteer work. You are competing
With paid hospital personnel.
4. Don't offer to care for children of friends, family or
neighbors. You are competing with public and private
nursery schools.
5. Don't offer advice to anyone, regardless of how




HAZEL CLUB REPRESENTATIVES --- four-members of the Hazel Woman's Club at-
tended the 83rd annual convention of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs
held at the Executive Inn Rivermont, Owensboro, April 18-20. They are, left to right,
Suzanne Thompson, Hazel Ray, Patty Knott and Hilda Bennett. The Hazel club was
presented with the award of 110 per cent honor club at the banquet on Tuesday,
recognized for work with the Kentucky Arthritis foundation Drive at the luncheon on
Wednesday, and received first place of 525 savings bond for the oil painting entry of
-Teresa Bibb of Calloway County High School in the art division.
Left Stay Well By F.J L. BlasingMne. M.D.
...•
-NO MORE NICE GUY IN LA.
DEAR NO MORE: Aw, c'mon, you know I don't
discourage good samaritans or volunteers from doing their
thing. I merely pointed out that people who make a
practice gf hanging around airports looking for folks to,
help may run into trouble with the professionals.
DEAR ABBY: You sure missed the boat with your
response to the problem of the nervy couple who always'
dropped in at mealtime.
I would have suggested that they meet them at the door
with their coats on and say, "Oh, Jim is just taking me out'
to-dinner. If Tom wants to treat you, we'd be glad to have
you join us!"
Their decision will tell you a lot about your "friends"! Be
tactful but firm, and beat them at their own game.
ANOTHER COUPLE
DEAR COUPLE: A couple who would consistently drop
in around dinnertime in hopes of getting a free meal wouldnot be the hind of people I would want to join me—even it
they paid their own way.
Getting married? Whether you want a formarCI-urch'
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have 81:Lovely Wedding."
Send SI and a long, stamped 124 centel self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE




-- at a mighty small price.
• • 9 Golden Fried Shrinip'
• Fabulous Fryes
• Tangy Slaw
• 2 Crispy Hushpuppies ,
••
• -
Offer good all <ley on Wednesday - While Supply Lasts
711 South 12th Street
•
Exposure To Cold
Q: Mr. RR. writes to
ask whether some persons
are more sensitive to cold,
such as cold water, and
Arc less able to survive,
while others can tolerate
low_ temperatures. for a
longer 'time and live., He
has read aboat -eertain
persons being saved many
hours after they should
have succumbed to the
cold.
A: Persons vary as to
their individual vitality or
vigor, and a' riumber---ot
other factors may influ-
ence survival when ex-
posed to cold.
Young adults and the
middle-aged are more tol-
erant of lower tempera-
tures than are children and
older persons. Women are
generally more tolerant
than are men, probably
because of a relatively
thicker layer of subcutane-
ous fat. It acts as an effec-
tive insulator- to preserve
heat for the Vital organs.
Exposure to cold water can
remove body heat more
rapidly than similar tern!
perature exposure on land.
Water exposure adds the
hazard of drowning. .
A substantial drop in
body temperature of two to
three degrees ( hypother-
mia; can adversely affect
the circulation to the heart
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, MAY 2, 1978
What kind of day_ will
tomorrow be? 'To find out What
the statt•Say,Tread the forecast
given for your birth Sign
ARIES --
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Don't expect associates to be
amenable to the usual ap-
proaches now. Some situations
will call for extreme delicacy in
handling.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) A
Confusion could result if you
misinterpret instructions,
miscalculate in any way. A day
for double-checking everything.
GEMINI
1May 22 to June 21 )114.4"
Attempts to -alleviate an
economic situation should be
most successful now. The
resources of another may even
be at your disposal.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Stellar influences now give
you a sharp, practical outlook
on projects in which you are
interested. Take advantage of
the situation,-
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. m164
Financial matters favored -
especially in live a.m. On the
personal score, however, you
may run into a bit of difficulty in
a romantic situation. •
VIRGO
kt.r Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nP
Other people may play an
important role in day's ac-
tivities. Much will depend on
your reactions. Don't split hairs
in discussions of minor im-
portance.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 Art
Your lively imagination may-- •
be running out of bounds right
now. So, in trying to launch your
ideas, be sure .to Separale the
fantastic from the feasible.
SCORPIO 
*.7^
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
As with 1.ibra, you will also
have to dampen enthusiasm a
bit. Excessive optimism could
lead you to impractical'ex-
tremes. •
SAGITTARR1S
( Nov. 23 to Dec 21) Xegfl)
Reject the ferNitu. notions of
others. That lOW-A• mind of
yours will eome up with an-
swers that are reasonable and
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 wj-IC‘it
Don't get wrought Up over the
of a par
I oug,t, coMpe I
iStaithit - "•-- • '1., -'" .
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb! 19) '4/64 -
. This will be One of those days ,
When you'll have to. "go it
alone." Cooperation is likely to




(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 'X
• You are in a mood to explore
areas off the5eaten path, but be
careful not to wade in beyond
your depth. Trends are
changing.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind, a
terrific imagination and a
'wealth of talents which fit you
for almost any carees you
choose. You have built-in gifts.-
for writing, music and the arts
and, since you are likely to be
blessed with a fine voice, should
make it a point to cultivate it.
You are idealistic and
humanitarian. at ,heart and
would make an excellent
physician or nurse, since .your
-bedside manner" would be
outstanding. You could be a top-
rank diplomat or other type of
statesman, and should enjoy the
theater, travel and horticulture
in all its forms. Birthdate of:
Bing Crosby, singer; Catherine
Empress of Russia.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Dismissed April 11 from the
'Community Hospital,
Mayfield, was Philip G.
Billington of Murray.
and dull the function of the
brain so that the victim is
less alert.
A study in Great Britain
concluded that an unpro-
tected adult of average
size will usually be endan-
gered by hypothermia af-
_Jer_two hours _of neaposure
In water of 62 degrees
Fahrenheit, while a thin
adult could be chilled to a
potentially dangerous tem-
perature in an hour. A Tat
adult could survive longer -
than two.hours.
The season for water
sports increases the dan-
ger of such accidents be-
cause of the larger number
pf persons in or near the
water. Drowning continues
to be a common cause of
death, ranking as the sec-
ond most likely cause
among children four to14
years of age. Drowning
ranks behind traffic acci-,
dents.
With the increased popu-
larity of boating, precau-
tions Are in order to protect 
against,accidents: Wear a
life jacket. A double 'pro-
tectcir , ir cold water, it
helps avoid drowning and
insulates against cold. The
British study shows also
that keeping on other cloth-
ing that is not unduly bur-
densome can lessen body
heat loss and protect
against hypthermia.
Should your boat over-
turn, it is generally much
safer to hang on to it, even
in summer temperatures.
You are not only more
likely to be spotted by
rescuers, but you also lose
less body heat by reducing
the ainount you stir
around, especially in cold
water. After being res-
cued, the victim should he
warmed promptly with a
cover and external heat.
Mouth-to-mouth resuscita-
tion should be given if
needed. A physician's help
should be sought.
- -Most suck water sport
accidents occur because of
poor preparation and igno-
rance ( lack of experience I
or carelessness. Careful
preparation and reason-
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SEININISHOW.'78
' THE LATEST METHODS for INSTANT FASHION
with the least amount of sewing time.
N EEDIIINOMAN
FABRICS
Presents.a Special Sewing Show k
AUDREY CHILIMIESS
Author,, lecturer, Teacher-trainer, TV-
Personality, Contest Judge, Editorialist,
has been teaching sewing in her own New
Orleans School for fourteen years - and
has more than 11,000 students to her credit.
Outside of her school in Louisiana her
talents have taken her to more than 23
states, from her wort_in_ major
ment stores for some of the country's
largest manufacturers to training allthe
EXTENSION SERVICES HOME
ECONOMISTS OF TWO ENTIRE
STATES. She is Certified Master Teacher
in the Bishop Method of Clothing Con-
-troining-itades--three- -01-4ha
-greatest available teachers of , her _time.
Amomg, the_ other &rims- Irkes 18
"Twenty Fashions in A Hatbox," which
she derived from her Bishop Method „art
teachings and seven years of modeling. She has performed this show to more
than 600 local, state and national groups in 17 states. Formerly a Mrs. Louisiana
and Mrs. America finalist, Audrey wears nothing but clothes she has sewn her-
self. Her dedicated attention and exceptional knowledge of fabrics and personal
needs for the home-sewer shows a brilliant demonstration for what the
_ -
American women need and want to learn. Additionally, she will demonstrate
thi latest in sewing kits.
,
and MR. RAY
Mr.' Ray's presentation is endorsed bib%
of the leading authorities in the Design and
Clothing Construction Field, and owners of
two of the leading garment manufac-
turers in the United States. (Including a
leading manager of one of this nation's
largest fabric store chains.) Unlike most
presentations, Mr. Ray has no books to
sell! The full size Patterns which he lec-
tures and demonstrates, are very ex-
pensively printed on heavy bondpaper and
given Free of Marge to those attending.
With proper care, these Master Patterns
should last for MianY Years and caiille used
by family, friends and neighbors-over
and over again! Mr Ray will have over 25
7 model garments which were made
__Itesmthese Master Patterns-for-your viewing pleasure.
Attend this most worthwhile program of 3 hours
training for the nominal fee of $7.1:10
(Full-time students only 55.00)
TUESDAY, MAY 2
NEEDLEWOMAN FABRICS
AT CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
HWY. 641 AND ARCADIA COURT
TWO SHOWS
10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. &
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
YOU WILL LEARN: 4. Haw to be
designer.1. The natural way to being
fashionable. 5. Special needs for special fabrics.
2. How fabrics are the most im- 6. How to fit patterns regardless of
portent inspiration.
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1- will on Monday, Mar 15. 1978 at 10:00 A.M. at the Court
-House door at Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky expose to
public sale to the highest bidder the following delinquent tax
-cIairns upon which a real estate assessment appears the
amount includes the tax, penalty, Sheriff's service fee and
advertising cost The claims sold become a lien- upon the
pçoperty described. Upon the face of the tax bill and are
to 12 per cent per annum.
MAX MORRIS
SHERIFF OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
•_1111140..ti arils Taxpayer
36-Acia ms, Jotui 13. .81.43
1110-Allen,Kenneth  _ _  16.29
300-Beale, Rue Mrs. .  • 117:86
• 3.14-Beaugard, Georgia .....  ; .. 
7.84
355-Betts, Marie Brandon  -  104.56
391-Blakely, George..., .  13.48
671-Bukler, Lloyd  116.25
754-Calloway Co. Soil Imp' 371.80
 -'7755--C6110warbilirnp.. As90Clation---
• 784
1620-Collins, Willie B. 30.41. .
I159-Crider, Rowland  . 33.22
I169-Crouse, Roger Dale  41.70
1196-Cunningham, H. L. 50.14
- 1202-Cunningham. Martha 52.98
. 1248-Daughtery,
1281-Drake. We-a& LeWillit- 115.58





• 1594-Falwell, R. H. Jr.  117.86
'1685-Fike, Bobby _ 61.43
1686-Fike, Bobby  24.77
1667-Fike Bobby 
1688-Fike, Bobby • 
1689-Fike, Bobby T 
!. • • ,-Ronald
1946-Gilbert, Vernon if- Martha
. 3307-Grant, Virginia
2076-G iltherie. Thomas Lee  
2092-Robinson, Danny  
* 2104-Hale, Mary Mrs.. _  
, 2158-Harding, Bert 951
Amount






7327-Bennett, Cart . „
7341-Bennett, Oscar 8  78
7346-Berilley, Devid  
1'348-Benton, Jack 
7351-Beran, David • .  6  27
7461-Bishop, C. A.  11.74





7693-Border, David  125.45
771-6-Boulton, Charles  140.53
7728-Bowen, Kenneth   174.65
7736-Bowling, -Neil . 7.28
7741-Box, Earl  18.32
7742-Box, Earl  .......... &78
7757-Boyd, Leonard • • ,   „ .12.57
7758-Boyd, Leonard .5.65
7776-Brade, GItten 17.49
7872-13ratschi, A G 10 • 04
7916-Bridges, Robert . • 8  17
7941-Brittain, J. B 5  65
7977-Brookover, Richard 
7978-Brookover, Richard





44.67 11312-Finley, Patrick 565
11.30 11331-Pish, R. E. - - . . ........ . ........ .......... 753
11333-Fisher, Stephen .....
11375-Floyd, Robert 7  50
1130•Fobarell, Ivan 
11391-Folwell, William , . , 
51.02
33.38
11422-Forres, William  121.49
11467-Fowler, James 8  30
6  Z
315.37 
11493-Fraley, Allen  10.60
11522-Freeman. William 7 84





11770-Gardner, Ronald 23.91 
23.1211778-Garland, B. C. 
11792-Garland, Dickie 74.33
11815-Garland, John S 68.03
11816-Garland, John S 36.52
11817-Garland, John 129.80
- 11830-Garland, Paul 
... . .... 
-•• -•-r • •-•-•-• ... 175.18
tl11831-Garlan, Patti - 33.38
111143-Garner, Archie 10.63
11964-Gelsinger, Donakl  . • •.„. .6.27
12037-Godwin, Joe  sit
12045-Goheen, Emily  6.78_ _ _ _
12086-Goodwin, Russell 101.21
8  17 
12116-Graddy, Manuel • 111.04
12129-Graham, Paul . 194.09 
12117-Graddy, Manuel. 17.61
11.26




















• I2352-Gros Leslie 6  27
12374-Guess, Michael 8  10
 
2110we '• 12412-Hadley, Byron 13.82




,i1,37.361F 4354244ainuton, James R 
12530-Hall, Wiley 
-12585-Rain, Donnie -  .6.X/
 •12664-Hampton, John 
10.60
. 8196
-Buhler, Loyd  .
8225-Burke, Gerald .. ...... ..











• 11.76 Burns, J. W.
• • 67.07 8357-Burwell, Nancy 12.57
123.61 8476-Cain, C
.E. Jr   11.30















_2438-Hopkins. J.  L. 
2451-Hoen buckle, Jams 
2452-Hornbuckle, James R.  








.267.39 8628-C-arra way, Hugh • 
  1912 8668-C-arro1li James
• 122.79 - 8680-Carson, Bobby 
27.26 8697-Carson, Joseph 
9  51 8704-Carson, William
30.42 8722-Carver, Kenton 13.21
  13.48 8754-Catet, Walter  • 12.57
_ 12590-Haney, Charles




1 -Harper, Jack    30 12
95 




 7 • 
12211-Harz, Albert 111.54
.51-y -- • - 126211-Harnes,George-
6.27 
,1.17
162.09 12843-Haywood, David 7  52
19.12 • 8816-Chamberlain, Clarence
-12728-1Iarrts, Ret  5.96
12737-Harris, Willie • 40.95
12779-Haft Ralph   7.20
6 






12787-Harwell, Thomas  6.27
. 
595
63.22 8893-Cherry, Gerald 627
 67.07 9081-Clifford, Josephine 6.90
. ... ... ... 72.72
2965-King, J-. P. 
3095-Lash, Guy E. •
3305-Maggard. Theodore Paul 
1340-Martin ,Chester
-3341-341artin. Chester . 
3376-Mathis, Wayne 








95.29 9352-Conner, Jerry  150.41
 596
51.57 9364-Conway, Nancy , • •
9366-Cone r, Donald . ........ .... ......... .
39.44 9333-Compton, George L 
7  84 - 9357-Conner, Arlie  •
•  24.43
3700-Mitchell, Marilyn Reed 
3735-Moore, Aubrey . 
3875-Murray Marble & Garnite Works 
4065-Overby, Dickie M. * 
4294-Perry, Willie Earl 
4431-Ramsey, Richard A..:










5211-Stalls, Buel E. 50.41
5212-Stalls. Buel E. 177.55
5213-Sta1ls, Buel E.  • 50.14
5214-Stalls. Buel.E. 174.29
-• 5345-Summemille_Myra D. • 168.06
5427-Carter, Gerald 44.50
5448-Theta Delta Home Assoc.  153.14
a, ..., • 9367-Conyer, Donald ,  6.1111




















9566-Coutts. Margaret  6.90
89.10 9583-Cox, John  6.90
16.29 9625-Crass, James  6.95
160.20 9,627-Crass, Larry   6.90
85.94 9691-Crider, Ted  162.94
439 28 • 9732-Crouch, R. D  114.67
33.22 9816-Cumbee, Hurley - • 6.58




736 9833-A-Cunningham, David 655
9834-Cunningham, Dennis 11.30
9873-Cunningham, Robert • 878
9911-Currin, James  6.90
9924-Cutler, Steve  5.95
9929-Daily, Thomas  8.47
9930-Daily, Thomas   . 8.17
9997-Darnell, James 217.93
10042-Daugherty, William 45 99
22 
10043-Da undra , Barbara • 6.90
.51





11..79 • 10090-Davis, Robert  12.57
50.1,4 I0071-Davis. George 
- 
72.72 10075-Davis, J. I
50.14 10088-Davis, Ray •
8182-W of fo, d, LOttisr0"- . . 
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Bill No., Name Taxpayer Amount
6310-Abell. Jim  •  5.95
6314-Abernathy, Andrew." • 27.08
6391-Adams, James • 7.52
'6434-Adcock, F. D. 7.52
6444-Adsit, Glenn • 6.27
6462-A key. Elizabeth .  8.17
6474-Aleshire, Wi1lian 12.59
6484-Alexander, Gene S.    187.50
6490-A I e xa nder,James 
• 5.95
.6497-Alexander, T. G. • 198.42
194.09-
6513-Allbritten, George ,  6.27
6541-Allen, David 8.86
6551-Allen, Thomas . .............. 6.56
6558-Allen. William 16.99
6577-Alton, Eugene, Jr. 139.75
6596-A mmona, Jarries   .... 15.09
6608-Anderson, Earl 14.47
6632-Anderson, Jospeh 103.89




6708-A rmstro n g Thomas . 8.17"







7038-14prnett, Shirley •  118
• 7046-13arrirtt, William It 7,52
• 7096-Barto,..thicar 6.95
7112-Bates, Myron, Sr 17.73
71244ay1or, Billy •6.58
• 7204-Bean, Dennis. 9 43
7337-Bean, Robert • 8 78
_2_26 10174-Deaniston. Louis   6.90
10231-Dici7William  .8.21
10241 -Dieterlen • Carl  6.90
10243-Dietz, Jack  6.27
10274-Dixon, Dan  211.55
10321 -Dol 'ma n Frederick  18.38
33.20
10373-Dorris, Luther   5.95
10381-Doster, John •10.69
10359-Doran, Don










l0503-Duke, W. E. J. 
10506-Dulaney, W. T  
10509-Dunavan, Prentli 
T13512-Duncan. Alfred E. . . , 
10525-Duncan, Carl . 
10526-Duncan, Carolyn. . •
10588-Dunlap, William 
10640-1)unna way, Leonard 
10739-Edwards, Helen  
10800-Eldridge, Carl  
10818-Eli, Raynond
10832-Elkins, Darrell
10633-Elkins, Dwain . 
' '10897-Elliott, William .. 
10918-Ellis, Kenneth 20.21'
16960-Engle, Ralph i  r 627
10991-Ernst, Thomas • • • • • r, ... .
I0995-Ervin, Ronald .4er 
627 
12844-Haywood, Doris  9.30
12857-Healy, Jim  .. 6.27
12881-Helms, James 9.38
12883-Helstern, John 11.95
12886-Henderson, Billy 8 47
12905-Hendon, Dorsey • re." la 47 
12924-Hendricks, C. G •40.70
12928-Hendricks, James  .5.95
12969-Hensler. Alfred  • 268.64
-12979-Henson, Henry  
12997-Herman, Joe* • 595
13010-Herndon, Jackie 677
'I13041-Herrmann, David 75
13048-Heskie, Metro . . • .  .8.78
13060-Hader, Bobby  73:48
• 13112-Higgins, Bobby  32.73
13119-Higgins, Harry  • 22.64
• 13142-Hightower, Ernie • 6.58
13152-Hill, Authur  12.89
13155-Hill, Barry • 42.82
13169-Hill Frank • 7,52
1320I-Hill, Thomas • 18.33
13220-Hinkins, Elmer • 643
13229-Hisaw, James  627
13234-Hixson, Clarence  34.36
13239-Hobbs, Simon  5.65
13241-Hobbs, William • 39.68
13276-Hogan, James 1.17
13314-Holder, Curtis  24.14
13340-Holland, Leo 6  27
13400-Honnis, James .. 6.58
13460-Hopkins. Ronald   65.83
13500-Horton, Bobby
•13515-Hosford Keith 99.55. _
13526-Houk, Vivian • • 7  52
13648-Houser, Gary  847
13549-Houser, Gerald 27.08
13565-Houston, Ervin  690
15153-Lawrence, Cereta 20.19
15157-Lawrence, Era . 8  17.-• 15156-Lawrence, Eva •  . 1.47-
15208-Ledes, Cladue •78
15239-Lee, Jesse  6_90
15257-Lee, Robert 178
15315-Lewellyn Layfrence 78
15330-Lewis, James  $17
15340-Lewis, Melba 490

















15625-Madison, Dennis •  
10.69
15650-Main, James • 6.1111 •
15680-Maness, Oscar -18Z--
15681-Maness, Robert  817.
15683-Maness, Willie 565
15688-Manion, Harvey • 
617














13883-Inman, H. C.  
13898-Irwin, David ....
13911-J & J Corp.





14165-Joiner, William . • 
14166-Joiner, Donald  • 30.21
14234-Jones Dennis 11.30
14346-Jones; Mildred   37.36
14399-Jones, Velma ,14.77
14418-Jordon, Christle   6.90
14436-J udItirui, Bobby  3729
 SAL 144301-J udkins Bobby   
37.29
• 690 Itea-Jakins, Robby 
 U2,0
'6 17 14452-Kalman, John 
7  20
s •
. . 18.21 14471-Kavanaugh, John  27.08
-  9.73 14502-Keener, Harvey •  .... .....-.. .8.78
71 65 14503-Keeney, Edward ' 7525 . ;
25.81 14512-Kellams, I.. E. , 9.43
14520-Keller, Ronald  • • 7.46
14523-Kelley,, Elmer   ..•-•-•,..,•-• -•-,•-. 5 65
14524-Kelly, Mary Helen  •  . • • • 4 6  90
14529-Kellow, William G.  8.17
14610:Kennedy, William  124 76
14612-Kennemore, Marvin  8.78
14677-Kern Ray  230.04
14727-King, Arvelee Mb
., 14745-King, James - 11.95
'14753-K ing','W a Iter • , 10.04
.14794-Kirks, Euel Franklin  156,27














11172-Fa rmes & Homes, Inc- •
11174-Farrar. Lawrence 
11228-F'aulks, James 










6 66 14$9-Knuckles. Bryce 5.65












17775-Parker, Morris  
17798-Parks, Anna I.
17829-Parmly, Donald
15692-Mania, Tommy ..... -...... • 
690
15715-Manning, Michael  - • 117.18
15717-Manning, Ronald .  .11.30
15745-Marine, Merritt.......,.. , . •-• 8  78
15769-Marshall, Charles • 10.04 -
15792-Martin, Harold 7  52
15809-Maruschak, John, Jr: 9  43
15810-IVIartikhak • 
15823-Mason, Robert  •,,, • .52.96
15929-Mayo, Jirruny  15.41
15930-May, Emmett 6  90
15965-McCallon, Joe Pat  -- .170.84
15975-McCarthy, Clayton 5  95
15983-14cClanalm, Leroy 103.71
16029-McClure, Loman 2191
16030-McClure, Maggie 8  17
16043-McConnell, James   32.32
16048-McCormick, H. M.  13.21 .
16049-McCormick, H. M.  13.21
16050-h4eConniek, H. __-__•=511.14 --
16062-McCoy, Ramona r' ' 6  90
16156-McDougal, Delores • 42.82
16175-McFarland, Helen • 6  95
16191-McGee, Lynn 5  95
16203-McGuins, Gene 595
16210-McIntosh, Ronnie' • 6  82
14232-54eKierDonna    5.95 --
16228-McKie, Donna 565
16238-McKinney, Fred • 161.48
16250-McKinney, Deward •120.36
16276-McLeod, Claude  27..08





16373-Metcalf, Norman (  5.95
16386-Mid State Hornig; Inc.- - 105 85
16388-Migasi, Robert  ' 6.90
16390-Milby, Calvin.,,..87.12
16394-Miles, Everett .....4.Thiwel,rwir*..111IN.'" 6144
16410-Miller, Charles • • • v. . _______
16411.,Millar, Charles .... ...... . ... . . .; •
16463-Miller, Herman  10.04
16489-Miller, Joseph
16517-Miller, Paul 8.17
16531-Miller, Robert D.  • 6.43
16567-Milligan, James 595
16578-Mills, Lela 690 •
16583-Mills, Watha . •42.82
16596-Minor, H. Wayne  20.77
16611-Mitchell, Elister ,  595
16612-Mitchell, Elister 5%
16614-Mitchell, Harry . .C.. • .18.40
16621-Mitchell, Mary 6  58
16625-Mithcell, Roe Lee
16632-Mitchuson, Thomas
.p• 5  95
 42.82
16637-Mitchuson, Obie  30.21
16644-Moeller, Karl 8.17
18666-Mohundro, Mildred 14.75
9  43- 16672-Mondragon, Angel 10.36_•. _
1672r-Moore, Dottie .......  ....11.30
16778-Morgan, Frances . 6  90
16785-Morgan, James . . 12.30
16842-Morris, Michael - 14.47
16865-Morris, William A „ 27.65
8  78 16890-Morrison. Shelby 153.14
8.17 16909-Morton, Mason 6  90
10.69 16933-Moubray, Kenneth  •* 817
206.70 16942-Mulkey, Arnold 5.95
11.30 16943-Mulkey, Arnold .1_ 627
6.58 16998-Murphy, Joyce 6  90
 r  24.14 17011-Murray, Bill R. 
- 239.60
10.04 17058-Myers, Jerry 8  78•
10.04 11155-Needy, Edward  .10.98
5  95 17161-Nelson, Cynthia 27.06
7  99 I7187-Ness, Donald 6  27
8  17 17190-Nestrud, Maurice 11.30
 10.83 17223-Newport, Evelyn 17.61
752 17241-$ewton, James 19.56
17263-Nixon, Floyd  16.34
17265-Noble, Virgil 6  58
17266-Noble, Virgil 5  95
17267-Noble, Virgil 5  95
17268-Noble, Virgil 627
17339-O'Brien, Stephen 595
17350-Odom, Clayton  878
-t7392-OtterEdward 
17404-Ordiway, Eldon •  30.21
17408-Orgon, Wayne  8.78
 11.3-0









































































































































































































































































IP' 5  95
, • 42.82
30.21























































19059-Robertson, Eugene est. 10.69
8  17











19305-Rowland, Joe P. _
19383-Rushing, L. L.
19397-Russell, Eugene
19413-Rust, Mary , 
19447-S& V Livestock
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Heartline is a service for ,?eallor
citizens. -Its purpose Is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria-, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed en-
velope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 52 years old. I
have been working my whole life in a
Social Security-covered job. I had an
accident a few months ago, and am
--noW-havinctrouble doing my job as
there is some heavy lifting in it. I am
not completely disabled, but due to the
lifting in my -work I may not be til)le to
continue with it. There are not many
available jobs in this area, so if lose
my job I probably won't be able to find
anotheraSince I have worked so many
years under Social Security, would it be
possible for me to skew a partial
disability-from -Social Sectirity7—C. J. -
First, -WM-- Social Security
Administration does not pay a partial
disability benefit. For Social Security
purposes, a person is either disabled or
not disabled.
The Social Security :Administration
• • *4 ;r. disability as_lne inability to
engage in any substantial gainful ac-
tivity by reason of a medically deter-
minable physical or mental im-
pairment which can be expected to
result in death or which has lasted or
can be expected to last for a continuous
period. of not less than 12 months. A
person must be not only unable to do' his
'previous work, or work commensurate
with his previous work in amount of.
earnings and utilization of capacities,
but het-Or-she) tsnhOt, considering age,
education, and work experience,
engage in any other kind of substantial;
gainful work which exists in the im-
mediate area, regardless of whether a
specific job vacancy exists or whether
that person would be hired if he applied
for_tba job 
So, unless your disability, is such that
keeps you from doing just about any
kind of work, you would not be eligible
for Social Security disability.
Heartline has developed a book ex-
plaining the entire Social Security
program. To order, send 82.00 to
Heartline's Guide to Social Security, P.
0. Box 11934, Chicago, Illinois 60611.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.
HEARTL1NE: My husband always
worked for the federal government in a
job covered under Civil Service. He
passed away reeently.- Can I receive a
lump sum of his money -paid inta Civil
Service instead of monthly benefits? -
J. R.
Probably not, but it depends upon
---------
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your special case A lump sum death
benefit is payable only when the
deceased employe had less' than- 18
months of civiliaf.k. service, or if the
eniploye leaves no widow (or widower )
or children who are eligible for a sur-
vivor's annuity.
if you are eligible for the Civil Ser-
vice lump sum benefit, you would
receive the amount of stow' husband
paid into the fund plus any accrued
interest. •
HEARTLINE: I retired last year,
and since retirement I have not done
too much. Recently a friend of mine
suggeatett*:tkat trip
throughout the country. One thing we
would like to do on this trip is to visit
some of the famous libraries. We would
be interested in taking any-tours that an
-organization might offer, but we do not
know where to start. Do you have any
suggestions? - K. S.
, For starters, contact your local
library. Some organize one or two-day
outingS-Within the area. Next, if there is
a college of university near your' town,
get in touch with its library for
whatever trips it offers. For example,
the School of Library Service at
Columbia University in New York City
has a series of three and four-day trips
in the early fall to libraries in Boston
and Washington as well as in New York
(the New York Public Library has free
tours twice daily Monday-Wednesday
year-round). Next, the .American
Library Assn. (50 E. Huron, Chicago,
III. 60611, 312-944-6780) may be able to
help you work out yourewn itinerary of
libraries to- visit in the United States
(check the American Library Directory






Thank you for your support of the
1977-78 season of the Murray Civic
Music Association-and especially for
the excellent coverage your newspaper
ascot&
As a member of the Board, Publicity
Committee, it was my assignment to
compile a scrap book of this season's
events. Included in the book are clip-
pings from the Ledger & Times of
announcements, news stories and
critiques of the performances of this
_year_'s outstanding artists._
fitilitating_ programs of primary-
interest to local and area repidents. the'
medium of community newspaper is
with parallel. Orchids to you and your
staff!
Mrs. Max G. Carman
_WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers. .
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
LEGAL NOTICE -,.-___ _
(Continued From Page 4)
18685-Ratclif, Geneva  •
18897-1Ray, David















18961-Robb, James I.   14.47
19022-Roberts, J. W  627
19028-Roberts, Leota
19110-Roby, H. E 
•••••••••:•••••••••••
118.45












19353-Schindler,'tronardJ . • - 93.24
19555-Schippert, 10.04
19559-Sclunicit Robert V • - 93$• 
195-6- 9-Schiellhaiiiii;*Rldierd  817
Looking Back
lit) Years Ago
Jimmy Armbruster, Bill BryaUt- ,
Dorothy Buoy, Jan (ooper, pincia
Darnell, Barry Grogan, Mary Hopson,
Ada Sue Hutson, Mickey Johnson,
Susan Nance, Beverly Paschall,.
Audrey Richardson, Rebecca Jo'
Robertson, Bill Smith, David Wq, and
Linda Willoughby ire" Murray IfIgh
School seniors named to the National
Honor Society for 1$68.
Deaths reported include James F.
( Jim) Williams, Jr. ,,.,age 43, and Miss
Esther Rhodes, age 74.
Judy Hine has been named as "Girl
of the Year" by the Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta ,Signia Phi.
Dr. Beverly Fowler, head -The
Home Economics Department at
Murray State University, Spoke at the
annual Mother-Daughter Banquet held
by the Murray High School Chapter of
*the Future Homemakers of America on
April 26 at the Murray Woman's Club
Howse.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas V Dtrbetth 
amsounce the engagement of their
-daughter, Linda Fay, to finise Lerof--1
Bennett, son of Mrs. Moline Bennett
Shrader of Hazel and the late Jessie
Bennett.
20 Years *Ago
Copies of The Leer 8sTimes for this
day were not on the Microfilm portion
of this period of publication of the daily
newspaper in 1958.
30 Years-Ago -
The first strawberries grown in this
area this season were shipped
yesterday from Murray, according to & By The Associated press__









By MELVIN HENLEY -
Sitting InTire-Mayor's Office Mayor, Cfty of Murray
The City And Old Buildings
Several citizens have called recently
—Concerning old, abandoned - building
around town. I believe that we have
 Dent letters to all owners affected. 
A total of 19 letters concerning the
paying Persons 61-20 Per erld0 of 24 day of 1978. There are 244 days left in removal of these structures have been
quart boxes to pick the berries, the year. sent. Most citizens - have been quite
The Rev. Braxton B. Sawyer will Today's highlight in history: cooperative, and several have already
preach his final sermon as pastor of the . On this date in 1945, gje German radio started work on tearing down and
First Baptist Church here on the announced the dee& or Adolf Hitler in removal of the condemned structrues.
evening of May 2. Other churches in Berlin. A few have refused, and these will, of
----„___Murray will di qnla5 their SerTices-All-- -0a-thie dase; - - - - latc-tataitto-COUR aMr-1110-10- --
hear Rev. Sawyer. In 1898, an American naval for - - day period required by law has expired.
Saralee Sammons, Ronald Churchill, under Adm. George Dewey destioyed
Jr., William McElrath, Billy Jo Crass, spanian fleet in Manila Bay in the
Ruby Atkins, Thomas Ed Adams, Bill philippines.
Cain, Nettie Lou Culver, Grace
In 1931, what was then the tallestWilliams, Pat Sykes, Phil. Crawford,
building in the world, the Empire StateMildred .Slinker, Wanda Trevathan,
Building in New York, was dedicated.Peggy Buchanan, Joe Thurman, Harry
Smith, James Klapp, Downs J In 1961, the first political hijacking ofJohn , oe
Blalock, and Hazel Rushing are, an American airliner to _Cuba took
members of the cast of the play, "Night place.
In 1964, Soviet Premier Nikitaof January lfith," to be presented May 4
and 5 by the Junior and Senior classes speeciQu-ushch that U7Sarnpoedliciiens toa wMaardy Cpubaay
is director. 
dmirecorrtosyr.1-11611 *chool... Harry Hendren• Mild drag the world into World W
Mrs: Charles- Coatelleranthiaughter,
Sandra, of Lynnhurst, N. J., have been
the-guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John C. Farmer.
Bible Thfiiikht
"Offer unto God thanksgiving; and
pay thy vows unto the most High"
Psalm 50:14
A thankful heart finds it easy to ex
press itself through gifts to God. Thi
lack of gifts may be ample evideno
of a thankless heart!
Isn't It The Truth
Another of the many differences
between a man and a woman is that a
man looks ahead and a woman
remembers. Hindsight is safer than







20012-Skelton, Morris M 
20020-Skra bola , Joe 
20022-Slate, Paschall
20023-Slate, Paschall  
20032-Sloan, Kim Allen




20058-Smith. Alfred F.  
20133-Smith, Herman B 







r .6.27 20223-Smith, Robert L 
•  9.10 20246-Smith, Walter H. & Bonnie
20291-Snow, Gladys 
20312-Souder Eugene J 
20313-Souder Eugene J 
20351-Sparks, Donald ' 
20385-Spooriamore. Thomas N.
20398-Stacey J. C. 
20405-Staffy, Charles  
20496-Stauder, Thomas J 
20512-Steele, Kenneth  •
20532-Steen, Bernard  
20547-Stephenson, Donald  
20560-Stevens, Edward . •
20580-Stewart, Ralph C •
20581-Stewart, R a lph C--
96,31.,geptt cartia .7.p2 20582-Stewart, Halph41-..s. I .
IrT7 2056Milart Revue:id19718-Setser, Marion V. 




19896-Short, James P.  
•
......... 6.43 20386-Stewart. Reginald
 120.80 2059I-Stewart. Roy • .
.; 
.., 




21561-Tucker, James & Herbert ,
21566-Tumilowics, Mike 
21744-Van Atwerp, J. Spencer 
59.34 21760-Vance, Jan R. ' . 
690 21777-Vanderhoff, Thomas 
31.80 21882-Wagster, Michael K .
66.53 21927-Walkeryranklin
9 43 21946 Walker, •Ijimes W. 
7 53 21952-Waliter4lohn R. - 
• 87.60 22003-Wallace'. Minnie . ...' ..
93.46 22021-Wallis, Jack C
• • •-• - • 13.21 22027-Walls, Eanie
* - '4 •
8.1 l68-Ward,AThA
22124-Warren, Willard ... .
• .. 20.77 22131-Washer, Jeanette s. 
5.65 22202-Watson, William di Be n
7.84 22205-Watts, William .
.‘ 4... \21.62 22224-Weaver, Lindsay A.
6_58 20616-Stockton, Michael ' . • .
7  50 20644-Stone, Charles R. & June
‘.
•
In 1967, U.S. Secretary of State Dean
Rusk reported that North Vietnam had
spurned 28 bids for a Vietnamese peace
settlement.
In 1975, the communist Khmer Rouge
government in Cambodia was
recognized by the United Nations. -
Ten years ago: There was renewed
violence between police and students at
New York's Columbia University in the
ninth of a series of student _demon-
stratons.
Five years ago: Defense Secretary
Elliot Richardson was nominated as
attorney general after the resignation
of attorney general Richard Klein-
dienst.
One year ago: A May Day rally in
Istanbul turned into a gun battle bet-
ween leftists and Turkish police.
Today's birthdays: Singer Kate
Smith is 79 years old. Entertainer Jack
Pear is 60.
It is a pity that some people have such
little regard for thier neighbors that
they will refuse to comply with the law
and remove derelict structures, but this
seemis to belbe case in a few instances.
We have also sent out some letters
concerning the clean-up of lots, and
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
,.opinionated articles on this page are
•prese-nisei for- -the- • - 
proyiding a forum for...Atte free
exchange of differing ppinians.
We at- The Murray .Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas Presented by an
individual writer in a. column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
• being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or








20816-Sutherland, Charles  
6 27 20824-Sweet, Shawn' M , 
•
6 42 20825-Sweetwater Lake Inc... 





20909-Tancrede, Donald T. 
20980-Taylor, Joe B. 
21013-Taylor, Steven M 
21070-Thomas, Kenneth W 
.
817 21090-Thomas, Raymond 
10.04 21100-Thomason, Mark 
21120-Thompson, George W. 
12.57 21121-Thompson, George W. 
85.17 21139-Thompson, Kay 
•
35.91 21168-Thorn, Bobby .....
21218-Thornburg,_30.68
595 21219-Thornburg, Robert E. Jr.  •
 , 25.81 21236-Thornberry, Elwyn 
90 21371-Todd, Kenneth E. 
752
750
21378-Todd, Myles & Billy 
21453-Tremblay, Richard & She  
' •••
„










have, by and large, gotten a postive
response to oth• entreaties to clean up-
end conform with the ordinances. It
looks as though we/4M have to attempt
to. prosecute .a few individuals who-- - ---
apparently are going to make no at-
tempt to clean up their premises. We
will be handing out some citations ino
few days to those who are making no
attempt to clean up rubbish or rubble
on their lots.
fieo-ple- -Could hear some of the
comments made by visitors to our city,
they surely would* clean • up Weir
premises. Undoubtedly they would not
desire their hometown to be ridiculed
because of the appearance of their
property'. Perhaps some do, however,
because it looks as if very little care is
given concerning the appeafance of
their property.
At any rate, we are trying .to get the
city cleaned up and spruced up- „and
most people are cooperative. The
soreheads will be prosecuted, if










9 43 22227-Webb, Austin B. 12.57
22252-Wellings, Benjamin F. 6  27
159.30





22370-Wheeler, Oynaul J. 752




22423-White, John T 
690 22436-White, Robert L
83.80 22454-Whitman, Don E.



























22545-Wilkinson, Charlie B. 8  78
22572-Williams, Charles 7  62
22575-Williams, Charles B.   . 2I.91
22603-wiulditS, .-
22635-Williams, James Tripp  27.08
22648-Williams, 1. H. •_ • ."...6.27
22660-Williams, Mary I.. .4 6.58
22664-Williams, 0. C. 55.41
22677-Williams, Ray E. 156.27
22705-Williamson, J. C. Jr. . ...... .6.27
=712-Willie, Robert .. 24.29
227696-Wilson, J. B. ....... 72.71
22822-Wilson, Kenneth 105.85
.22836-Wilson, Maurice ..........  11.30
22863-Alexander, Steve 185.17
22869-Wilson, Victory 8.17
22877-Wilson, William C. 7.52
22886-Winarski, John W. 11.18
22887-W i narski, Tammy Y. 5.95
22941-Wischmeir, Ralph E. 6.90
22954-Wiseman, Burlene 6:90-
8.17 22963-Wof ford. Mary F.
9.86 22968-Wolf. Carl E. Jr.





• • •0011114•16.• 16.0.1b0 •••• • • • .13.64
"r11141410--s• till‘W'rellA4..1"-- --'4---111*ssuw 11111Li.sirj•-strs..
6  ge 23105-Wyatt, Glen E.  • -
22:08 23142-Yarbrough, Donnie 1). 
.
. . 9,36 23166-Yopp, John L 6.27
7.52 23229-Youngblood, Ronald   6.96' -




the first inning off losing
pitcher Bert Blyleven and Hill
later rapped a twiin homer
in the sixth.
Expos 2, Astres 1
Rudy May and Stan
13ahnsen combined on a five-
hitter and Andre Dawson
blasted a homer to lead
Montreal over Houston. May
gave up all the Astros' hits,
including Cesar Cedeno's
ninth-inning home run, and
walked but one batter before
getting -_reklef7---help--frfom- --
Batmen in the_last inning.
Cubs 7, Braves 5 -
A two-run triple by Manny
Trill° broke a tie in the eighth,
leading Chicago over Atlanta.
Trine-- connected against-
Adrian Devine to send home
Bobby Murcer and Steve
Ontiveros, both aboard with
singles. Bruce Sutter, who
'relieved for the Cubs- in the
seventh, picked up the victory.'
TRACK AND FIELD
PHILADELPHIA -
Villanova won the 6,000' meter
run and the sprint medley
relays to make it 34019-3 in the
Penn Relays at Franklin
Brazelton won the title with streak by beating Cincinnati. Field. -
57 points:while Murray Mpicue -Pat Zachry won irs- his first In the shuttle hurdles relay,
was second with 56 and 'one- start . against his former Maryland finished first in 55.8,
sixth. Other scores included teammates, pitching six In- with Tennessee second ( 56.0),
North Marshall-45 and five- nings and allowing all four but both teams wer.e 4...._,__.
, sixth; ,Jetten 7; '-i; Anna 22; Red runs but only five hits. disqualified because the •
Benton 144, Metropolis 13; Trim Hume took Maim. anchorman left too soon. l'hie By  Mike Brandon
Charlesten 1.2; _South  Marshall Giants 7, Pirates 3  made Michigan the winner at 
 Sand East Calloway 1. Willie Mccovey and Mairc-571 and Rice second in 57.7.
- Murray, which used fregii=-11111diroVeli-tfiti-h-shifeatliti-.7713ES - MOINES, lowsr-
 - -
men in the meet since_iLwassack the seven-hit pitching of Charlie McMullen 
took three
Junior high f 7-9 , invitational.. Bob Knepper and lead San minutes off the mee
t record in .
' managed to win two first _ Francisco over Pittsburgh. winning the 
Drake Marathon
,places. McCovey's two-run double with a time 
of 2 hours, 15 Coaches' Clinic Success
Tanya Alexander took first gave the Giants a 2-0 • lead in minutes, 19 
seconds.
111 .the /ITO- l'aMp-• -white- 
  —
Charlotte Shroat Won the 
• • Saturday was a busy day in the Murray .State • football -
-liker.Girls -Fourth -in
MAKS AT CLINIC - Towage liggias of the MSU football
staff speaks to o growls of coaches who were present for the
first Alpt-ossmisies-' chasic Safari*. Liggifts spelt* oft weight
Tigers Earn Third In
Fish Fry Tournament
Brad Taylor fired a two-
hitter Saturday as the Murray
'High Tigers ran their record
to 10-2 with a third-place finish
in the Paris Fish Fry Tour-
nament.
In a game shortened to five
innings by the 10-run rule, the
Tigers rolled over --Martin
Westview 12-1.
Taylor, perhaps angered by
the decision, took out his
wrath on Westview. Nobody
else... reached base the rest of
thegatne against Taylor.
MurrhY made it ten 8-1 lead
with a six-run explosion in the
top of the third.
Murray HighTaylor went the distance
and fanned 10 batters while
walking only two,
Murray had lost a 4. - -1 game
to Camden Friday to wind tip
playing for third place. Henry
County defeated Camden
Saturday for the tourney title.
With one out in the top half an 8-1 loss Saturday In a
of the second inning, Dean match played on the Tiger
Cherry singled and stole. courts.
_second. After two were out, Murray lost all six singles
Alan Gibbs and John Denham matches. 'Results were ma
ew walks to load the bases follolvs: Ashley Smock lost an
for David Mathis who doubled 8-3 match at number one to
= into leftcenter for two runs. Scott Pitts; Mickey Cochran
Westview got its only run in lost an 8-0 match at two to
the second when the first man John Howard; Mark Overbey
singled and the second man lost an 8-2 match at three to
reached on an infield sing, j_oheflueke,y; Pa lAusInlotplay at_maylieta
With two out and a runner on an 8-3 match at fop. to Kirby
third, a foul tip went back to Livisey, Mike Cappock was
the screen and the man on defeated 8-2 at five by Robbie
third came in. The umpire Mitchell; and at six, Andy
ruled the ball did not hit the Harrell was defeated 8-4 by
bat and thus, the run counted. Andy Jackson.
In doubles, Smock-Cochran ti,tenda11-31) 
Track Meet Scores gave Murray its only win with isr,hatasieel 
Blue & Gold Clippings
Bill Wilson opened the third
with a double down the the line
in left then after Bob Thurman'
walked, Brad TAylor drove In
a run with a fielder's choice.
Freshman Bruce Taylor
supplied the big hit, a two-run
single. Thomas Kendall also
had an RBI single in the frame
and Thurman had an RBI
walk.
1419.111-
DISCUS • Andrei Weadzi=
Manassas 
ILKCCAD.): Peeler, Deems Coady
(041C). 1414: Cameell, Takes
I P11,141A. _Lsis3P417, Dlitkles 
three, Cappock and Russell





-the Murray High tennis team
seventh grade 440-yard dash.
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• Cardinals 2-0 Under Boyer,
Mets End Streak, Edge Reds,
By KEN RAPPOPORT the-Way their season had been
AP Sports Writer going.
• The mood in the St. Louis "I told them to jii.;t relax
Cardinal clubhouse _ has and go out and play baseball,"
changed frotn resentment to said Boyer after Sunday's 4-0
contentment, thanks to the victory over the Dodgers. "I
arrival of Ken Boyer as, itiem,,that was not, going
manager. to be harrassing them: The
"We used to have a crisis only two things I wanted was
every week with Vern Rapp," to make them happy and
says third baseman Ken Reitz. make sure that they play
"With Boyer, we aren't going ball.
to have a crisis.'"  The cardinals' two straight
In stark contrast to Rapp's Shutouts over Los Angeles was
Bayer has introduced- a- unique accomplishment,
a relaxed style to the Car-
: 7-dinals. And while two-straight
victories over the Los Angeles
• Dodgers under their new
manager cannot be construed"






since the Dodgers have been
among the major leagues'
best-hitting teams this year.
Before Saturday their team
batting average was„.39;1.
Phillies 11, Padres C -
Dave Johnson's tench-hit,
grand-slam homer fn the fifth
inning led Philadelphia over
San Diego. Johnson's homer,
the- fourth grand slam of his
11-year major league career,
came off Padre reliever Bob
.Shirley and snapped a 4-4 tie.
Meta 6, Reds 4
George Foster's error in left
__girls: track team _placed field  on Doug Flynn's fourth-
_ second Saturday in the inning sin& allotveci -11V
--Paducah Junior High -winning fun to score as New
vitational. York ended a six-game losing
camp.
Besides having an afternoon scrimmage, the Racer staff _
Second places came tress — was also involved with the MSU coaches' clinic.
Stacey Mobley in the shot put;
Ha met Hood in the high Meet," Pinner Wi'ns Two A total of 37 high school coaches from four states were on, hand for the first event. .
lump: suzanne Pitman in the7—feeelecis pfriner mile tehif team composed of: We were very pleased with the way the clinic went," MSU
60-yard hurdles; Charlotte -pair of first placesi, though she .: Lynn Reno, Denise Ruther- head coach Mike Gottfried said.
Shroat in the 440-yard dash: was upset in another, as the ford, Tammy Blakely and "Each assistant coach gave a talk on the particular area in
Shroat in the seventh grade 50- Galloway County girls' track Penny Overbey was fourth in which he 'works and immediately after the talks, the high
yard dash; Donna Rousse in team placed fourth saturauy 12:22.2 while the mile-relay: school coaches were taken on the field and watched  live
the 880-yard nth and the 88°- at Christian County In- - team of Ross, Ellen Mahan, demonstrations.
yard medley relay team vitationai.. Miller and Pinner was fourth
, composed of Tammy Camp- eiThe host' Colonels won the in 4: 32. "We think-ft will be evan better nett year," Gottfried ad-Hood. Sax .Jones tnik title with .124 points while, 4- • • -
 Shroat was se'aeitik •Henderson County was second Ross with--a 6.2 tn. the 80-Parei-- -The Ftleetid went through an 8&minute scrimmage Satur-
Third Places Caine inini with 113. Other scores in- hurdles and from Stephanie
eluded Fort Campbell 64, Wyatt with an 80-5 in the
Callaway-- • -County.- 63 discus.
Hopkinsville 56, :Todd Central The Laker girls are at Heath
42, Clarksville 16 and Bowling for a triangular with the
Green 6. Pirates and Fulton City
Pinner won the 440-yard Tuesday. Thursday, the
ciash,-in 61.1 lind the 220-yard Lakers are at Ballard
dash in 25.9 but in the 1013-yard Memorial for a triangular
dash, she was .third. She was with the Bombers and Fulton
nipped at the wire by a runner City. The last regular season
from Christian County and one meet will be next Tuesday
from Todd Central. All three against Marshall County in
had times of 11.2. Stewart Stadium.
Brenda Conley in the 60-yard
hurdles; Kathy Walston in the
quarter; the seventh grade
440-yard relay team; and
Hood tied for third in the long
jump.
Members of the seventh
grade 440-yard relay team
were Lori Schanbacher,
Donna Rousse. Melanie Roos
and Jill Burkeen.
Fourth places came from
Wendy Lovett in the shot put;,
Star Jones in the 100-yard
dash: Carol Beaman in the The Lakers had tvio more
880-yard run: and the 880-yard third places in the meet, which
relay team composed of was seered.-on--a--i0-1-6-1-2.1--
Lanette Thompson, Stacey point system.
. Mobley. Kathy Walston and Mina Todd was third with A
Star Jones was fourth. 4-6 in the high jump while
Tammy Campbell had a Melissa Miller was third with
fifth place in the 220-yarf a 2:34 in the 880-yard run.
dash. Fourth places came from
Murray Middle will . host the two-mile relay team, from
Grove Junior High in a dual Rose Ross in the 110-yard
meet at Murray High hurdles, from the mile-relay
Tuesday team, from Mary Wagoner in
For the East Calloway girls, the discus and Todd had two
'the seventh grade 440-yard more fourths.
relay team took_ fifth.. mern- Ross had a 16.5 in the 110-
yard hurdles, Todd had a 32-
in the shot. Wagoner an14-
0i4 in the discus and Todd a 16-
0 in the long jump. The two
hers of the team were Rhonda
McCuiston, Jill Childress,









6 Days A Week
• Phone 733-90S4
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W. ui .peruy can rrotnp-r.-,1
insure and place your Clothes in sum-
mer storage. All you pay i•oum low
dry cleaning price when you pick up
your garments this fall








The Murray Middle School
boys' track team won the
seventh and eight grade
division of the Paducah Junior
High Invitational Track Meet
Saturday.
Murray had 33',2 points for
first place while Anna, Ill.,
was second with 29'1. Other
scores were Charleston 25;
Jetton 20'z; Jonesboro 10'1,
Metropolis 8; North Mar-
shall 7; East Calloway 7;
Brazelton 3; South Marshall 2
and Benton 1.
Murray had two wine. Xerr
Murphy won the 880-yard run
in 2:21 while Mark Hussung
took first in the quarter in 60.0.
Second places came from
Matt Hussung in the 880 and
Randy Halley in the 186-yard
dash. Third places came from
the 440-yard relay team, the
880-yard relay team and from
Todd Rutherford in the discus.
Members of the 440-yard
relay ,,team included
Rutherford; David Schmaltz,'
Randy Halley and Walter
Payne. Members oft...the 880-
yard relay team were Mur-
phy, Halley, Hussung and
Payne.
Fourth places came from
Schmaltz in the hignirm and
shot put while RutheWord had
a fifth place in the low-hurdles.
Murray Middle will host
Grove Junior High Tuesday at
the Murray High troth._ .
I. Ctraig-Robeslasnaistsachoo/
-r^zi .rtly ativer este itt
the 6110-ya re run. ,
Also for East Calloway.
Randy Dawson had a 127-1 and
was !second in the discus,
missing firs tplace by two
Inches
day.
The agenda has been changed somewhat for the final week.
The Racers will not practice today. and instead, will have a
team meeting. They'll be discussing Thursday's spring game
and ofcoUrse, will set goals for next fall.
Tuesday, the Racers will go through a light, one-hour
workout with the emphasis strictly on the kicking game and
timing up offensively: and defensively for the spring game.
Wednesday, the team will go through a light workout with
the honorary coaches conducting the practice.
Also this week, the Racer staff will b0 having individual
meetings 'Wednesday, Thursday and Friday to discuss per-
sonal matters and plans for the'summer.
Thursday's spring game will begin at 7:30 p.m. The half-
time will feature an awards program for spring' practice.
Among the awards to be handed out are the MVP for spring
practice, the most improved offensive player award and the
most improved defensive player award.
Immediately after the spring game, all of the coaches will
hit the road to begin junior recruiting.
The extended weather outlooks calls for good weather
Thursday and a large crowd is expected to be on hand forthe
spring game. In Tuesday's Murray Ledger & Times, we'll
have more details and rosters for both teams.
-9 •
••• .411.0
SUPER SOPN - A was to watch lath. Mere it Mho Our-
.. of Nophinsville. No's et+, a sophomore mei already has the
fastest quarter ma. thus in the state. Ni wen the "tarter
Saturday at the MU Invitatiers0 with a 41.7.
(swim mi.tiN s. ma. ammo
an 8-6 victory ar number one
over Pitts-Lindsey: At -tiro,
andPaillost5-
to Mitchell-Harness and at
coos *Gee, Trigg amity
(TC), 1374
4411.YARD RELAY- Tani.
C 44.5, Memphis Manassas. -44.7;
il lalundlhOPaducah T ghman, 44.9, Cr'
(Tenn I Northwest CHM 61, 42 , Trigg
County, 45
1211-YARD HIGH HURDLES - John
Bouware, North Hardie (NH 1, 14$;
WilLarna,
Zrii4C.. t:41"4- gliralleal." y. Distance Medley-Rela
_h_OverbY
Murray put the game away
with four &Zee in the fifth as
Thomas Kendall had an RBI.
tripTe 1ettcenter, Bob
Thurman tripled to right.
center and Brad Taylor drilled
a 340-foht shot down the left-
field line for a two-run homer.
Kendall and Wilson each
had two hits to pace the nine-
hit Murray High attack.
The Tigers are scheduled to
play a 4 p. m. game today in
Holland -Stadium against
Calloway County.
The Tigers are scheduled to
before closing the regular
season with a twinbill at
Henry County Thursday.
Mame Nisk
u71111111•IL 2 2 1
Routt-21. _i_,_ ....._._ II 11 II-
Taylor-p  . 4 1 -1--
Cberry-lb 3 1 1






LONG JUMP - P. j. claim 181.0446
NEW MIT =COED); HprrIll.
. Amos, NH. 22-1; Payne. Mookiporills
)1).21-7
MILE RUN - Gary Bremer, Metropolis
I Met 1, 4255. At/lately, D.C.
Jeter, NW 4.27.1; Raley. TC. 433114;
Chnstaler, CNN, 4 21.3.
POLE VAULT - Cab Qiusenbeirg..
(24 (NEW Min SZO311101. JimeskeisowN
Villey V(, 114; Dile, NH, 114; Suer.
H. 114; &Neal, D.C. 114.
445-TARD RUN - Vaasa
49 1 UMW WWI *scow* :ar;
nark - CWW, -7111.4T-Nekase.
Comity SC I, .51.5: Iliad, Jackass Ceara!
JC ). :51 11; Roalvrant, NM, :52.11.
IN-YARD DASH - Anthony Menem. C.
.16.1: Douglas. PT, .16.1; Lew, PT, 16.4
Alharrei -35:51 .t vat
till-YARD RUN - Nedra
C7111, 1:64.1 (NEW NEST 1110011192);
Wagner, PT, 1-.25.11; Jamea, JC. 141.1;
Mattingly, D.C. LOLL Quaise, Chetalm
County (ChC),1:13.11.
1311-YARD IN1'ESNIED116711---
HURDLES Pate WtUi.s, C, awl; 
Maples, Murray (Merl, 44.1; amp, v,
41 4, Glam. CAC. 419, Batas, CNW.
42 I.
SHOT PUT - Richard Abraham, PT, 54- .
(NEW =ET RECORD). Woodard,
MY, 514, Foster. D.C. 411-3: Shaw, V.47- •
II. Albey Western W , 44-4
230-YARD DASH - Anthony Henson. C,
23.3, Lou, eT, :22.6; Rune, H. US,
Franklin, JC, n.1; CLark, CNW , 132
TRIPLE JUMP - Dinky. NH, ea- II
(New MIXT 101:001W): Elmore, Pl. 43
9. Topa. PT. 434h; Cotton. MM. 43-2
Brooks, V. 41-10%
JAVELIN - Rictus McGee. TC. 1111-4
(NSW MST ItiCtitEDi; Vaughn, thc.
1464; Jameng, Apollo A). I32-7; Sawyer,
CNN, 134-7; Woodard. MM. 1324.
HIGH JUMP - Ernie Patterson. NH, S-
3',. Elmore, PT, 6-2; Weisman. A. 0-1;
Whale, NC, 64; Woody. 5-16
THREE MILE RUN - Gary Bremer,
Met. If :NA (NSW MELT RECORD):
Payne. A. 15 Il 3; Eckstein, D.C. 15 13.3:
Deldaters, V. 15 31 Roberson, NC,
IS 49.0.
MILE RELAY -- Jackson Central,
323 4 (NEW MEET RECORDI
Clarluville North West, 3 24 6: Paducah






Matbsi-if 3 0 1 .
The Tigers play today at Hill-if 0 0 o
Totals  26 12 9 'Marshall County- Murray Murray OW 04 1244
High is  now 0-2. Martin Ell OS 1-2-1
Team Second At Drake
Murray State University's distance medley relay teem placed
second Saturday in the Drake lays.
Murray finished .6 seam& behind the twilit time of 9:36.9
by Baylor University. .
In tact, both Darlar d Ilarray State had a tester time due
did daf waling diMegisit VIlloreva which won the diatom
medley relay Sew* In the Paw Relays.
Pet Chimes le off for Murray withal :43.8 in tho 8811001,11
MI addle Dna Bafferty,161 *Avowals 1.491.
blistered the hack im 2:54.3 is the three-geortors wide Om
Warren anchored with u4:03,Smk.,
The MSU track team will partelpate I lbs SYCOmma-




Including our garden-fresh salad
2.19
With fries or baked potato,
and topping, and Stockade
Toast, salad, drink.







has to be you..
If you cwe blond to the
treasures you own, how moll
you ever see the things you
desperately need? That is the
challenge of Low Day •
On May 1st. Law Day asks
US os a notion to do two
things to look of the triumphs
of our legal system and to
grapple with its failings
If you ore for iustic• then
"loin us America's judges
and lowy•r. - in this
celebration and confrontation -
Our legal system is a great.
one but if )1 also burdened by
grievous problems
If 'the law is the last result
of • human wisdom," Maw
Americans or. becoming
familiar with that wisdoin
than was ever dreamed
possible a decode ago An ex-
plosion of roses -- millions In
number - - are now marching
into court
That clliznos enjoy more
rights than ever before Is sim-
p4, not goocrenough % •
•The cost of iusiic• if too
high too often
*Faster ways of reslovsng
disputes must be found





LAW DAY USA • MAY 1
legal plans for employees.
Similar to health Insurance,
Draws greater every year. _
*Poverty, civil and "public-.
Interost" law require Ow
delivery of more effective
legal services
'The qu•ItIon. gf what
society owes victims Of Crime
should no longer be avoided.
Iho bat-elseanfie re
is staggering only If we don't ,
unite to do then, Join us on
May 1st Your rights Cannot be
forgotten .-- if you choose, to
-remensber them yourself)
••••••••••••-•
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AWARD WINNERS - RiekylileGor (oomml-froo-kit) immiSory Ironer (few* freasleft) wee
the Most Valuable Track and Rold Athlete Awards oaths MSS bailationsi Saturday. From left to
right ore Trigg County assistant coach lobby lloseock, Picky McGee of Trigg County, hood Trigg
County track coach George RedfahLT_Ikamat of Maitspals mod his father, Delo Ilsemer,_
who accepted the award for the track coeds.
KSIU Ten-nis--Team-Gels  -little _more rooficience and alittle better command of my
. pitches as I went along."
Spirt In Last Mathes
The regular season came to
,an end for the Murray State
tennis team Saturday as the
Racers managed a split.
In the first match, MSU won
6-3 over Eastern Kentucky but
in the second match, the
Racers fell 5-1 to Memphis
- -
Against Eastern Kentucky,
the Racers took four out of six
singles ma tchwi_and t wn _of the
three doubles matches.
In the sitigte Ragnar-rellx
lost 1-6, 5-7 to Steve Alger; Jan
Soegaard won 3-6, 6-2 and 6-3
'at two over Curt Huerman;
Chris Leonard won 6-4, 6-2 at
three
Against Memphis State, the
Racers had to change the
lineup as Felix came up with
an 'infected toe. And because
Chris- Herden; the matcheet•an so late, after The tourney will begin
-Roger Bei thiatuiie 26- "—the 'satires were finishthe-Friday end thelerrnatis quite
at four over Glen Ragland; doubles were railed off. different this year.
Jeff Leeper won 6-1, 6-0 at five -- At number one, Chris Each player will play six
Dan Briscoe and at six, Leonard played well but lost 6- matches and will play for first
3 and 7-5 to Mel Purcell-Who through eight places in his
made it a perfect weekend division. Number ones , will
with three wins in the play ones, twos will play twos
quadrangular. • and so on. through six. The
. At two, Soegaatd fell one same format will he used in if necessary
and two to Chip Hooper, Roger the dopbles. • ' Friday, May 12
Berthiaume lost four and loye .There Will be a total of 1084- Philadelphia at Washingto
n,
at three -to Roger Webb, Jeff matches played. if necessary
Leeper pulled an impressive Play will begin at 8:30 p.m. Sunday, May 14
win at four as he defeated Friday at the Middle Ten- Washington at Philadelphia,
Peter Simpson 7-6, 3-6 and nessee courts. if nesessary.
-Alike-Cost-Igen
lost 5-7 and 3-6 to Steve
Mansonr while at six, Tom Lie
lost-three and five to Geroge
Dunklin.
Felix wound up the regular
season with a 19-12 record in
Cage Playoffs
At A Glance
"Anytime you • win 20 By The Associated press
matches, you have to stay it -Quarter-1M1s
was a succesful year. - --Sunday's Games
it appears the OVC Milwaukee 119, Denver 91,
Tournament will be -very Series tied 3-3
close. We feel that Middle has' Portland 113, Seattle 89, -
to be rated as the favorite. . . Seattle leads series 3-2
the fact they are playing_ at Monday's Game
-home and in our case, they are _ Portland at Seattle
the only conference tam - Wednesday, May 3 -
we've lost to. - ----------7Milwaukee at Denver
"East Tennessee also ranks -Seattle at Portland,
as one of the contenders. In a necessary
over
Tom Lie lost 5-7 and 3-6 to Bibb
Landrum. ,
In the doubles, Felix-Lie lost
4-6,3-6 at one to Alger-
Huerman; Soegaard-





Ron Childress of Calloway
County High School set a new
school record Saturday at
Mayfield Invitational Track
meet.
Childress set the mark in the the singles while Soega
ard
Rookie Gale Gets Win in His
Debut, Royals Blank Brewers
By HENSCHEL NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer_ ,
There's a Gale warning --:-
*ale winning - in
Kansas City.
That's Rich Gale, a 6-foot-7
right-hander, who huffed and
puffed his way through seven
shutout innings in his major
league debut Sunday as the
Kansas City Royals blew down
the Milwaukee Brewers 3-0.
"I just told myself they
must tktink well of pie  or they_
wouldn't have me up -tiers
pitching," said the red-haired•
rookie from Littleton, N.H., -
whb developed a blister and -
gave way to Steve Mingori in
"My legs were shaking an-
bad the first few innings it was
tough to throw. But I gra a
if
over Briscoluerrnarti. and
at three, Leonard-Leeper won
6-3, 4-6 and 6-1 over Ricky
Vandish and Landrum.
While the. Racers were
playing Eastern, Memphis
State won a 7-1 match over
Middle Tennessee. Mel
Purcell won his number one
singles match over Dale Short
5-7, 6-2 and 6-4. Mel and
doable& -partner Chip Hooper
did not play their match at
one. two-day tournament, anything-' Sem-Meals
can happen. But we feel like Best of Seven
we're ready to play and Sunday's Game
hopefully, we'll make a good Washington 122,
showing," Purcell added. - Philadelphia -117, OT,









shot put where he finished
third with a 44-1.,
Childress also 'placed in the
discus. He had a distance of
123-2 and took second.
Childress is only a sophomore.
In other events, Terry
Adams was third in the 180 low
hurdles in 22.4 and fourth in
the 120 high hurdles in 17.4;
Keith Todd cleared 9-6 for
fourth in the pole vault and
Gary Emerson went 19-8k4 for
fifth in the long jump.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers orbs brio sot
rimoimod boon-sloihmeil
copy of Ilt• Mammy lmipr 4
Timm by 330 pw. IA•aday-
friday or by 3.10p. m. Wm-
Rory amt ow/ to all 763-1916
lofts.. May. J• p.a.,
er ITS p.a.
peg 4 p. a. Setertisys, I. losers
delvers.. of the asaspaper. Calls
was be placed by 6 p.n. ...&'
'days er 4 p.m. Setwarrs te
peareerte•rallisecy.
was 2013,- Leonard 23-10,
Berthiaume 20-12, Leeper 24-9,
Lie 21-12 and Costigan 9-3.
In the doubles, Felix-Lie
finished 14-12, Soegaard-
Berthiaume finished 14-4 and
Leonard-Leeper were 18-7.
Murray's final regular
season record was 2341.
"We feel we had... a very






University baseball season is
over.
Sunday's scheduled game
between the 'Breds and
Southern Illinois University
was rained out and will not be
rescheduled.
MSU finishes with a 26-18
season record: • .
Statistics will be Published
later in the week.
it
to you.
Everywhere's a picture ... every mite's a
memory. ..and around every bend or over 
every
hill, Kentucky's c-harm and beauty call_
All Kentucky is a playground for all
 :K4ntuCkians, and-.for &large:part at the nation as
But even native Kentuckians discover new
tYwn -
!---heckyards! Let us show it to you-
Mite: Travel





A late entry and ope who had never participated in the
event he won were the Most Valuable Track and Field
Athletes Saturday at the second annual Murray State In-
vitational Track Meet at Roy Stewart Stadium. -
Sophomore Gary Bremer of Metropolis didn't find out
about the meet until Friday and he was allowed to enter late.
He wound up winning the three-mile run with a record time of
15:08.4 and he also took first place in the mile-run with 4:26.6.
In both races, Bremer was unchallenged.
The real surprise of the meet came from Trigg County's
Rickv McGee.
Having never seen a javelin in his entire life, McGee en-
tered the event. He threw a meet recorli of 161-8 and broke
the old record of 36 feet. In fact, his distance would place him
high in the OVC Championships if he were a college athlete.
McGee also managed to place fifth in the discus with a
throw of 137-5.
Another outstanding effort came from Paducah Tilgh-
man's Richard Abraham. A junior who stars both in basket-
ball and football, Abraham heaved the shot 54-0 to esclipae
theold record by more than a foot.
There were 10 records broken.
Two records went to athletes from Memphis Manassas
High School. Andrew Woodard won the discus with a fine 160-
10 while P. Z. Cotton went 23-61,2 to get a new record in the
long jump.
Other meet, records set were as follows: Cab Quizenberry,
Davies& County, poke vault 12-6; William Burse, Hopkin•
sville, 440-yard dash 49.7; Sander WM1arns, Clarksville; 800' 
yard run 1:58.1; Dan Dinky, North Hardin, triple jump 46-;
11'12 and Jacicsori Central Merry with a 3:23.4 in the mile-
relay.
The 49.7 by Burse in the quarter is an exceptional time.
considering the fact Burse is only a sophomore. In fact, his
time ranks as the best in the stajle this year.
Murray High had one performer to place and that was
Grettis Bumphis who had a 40.2 in the 330-yard intermediate
hurdles.
A's 2, Indians I
Gary Alexander's home run
with two out in the bottom of
the ninth inning gave the
amazing A's their 16th
triumph in 21 games and kept
them one game ahead of
Kansas City in the AL West.
Alexander's homer was his
sixth of the season and only
the fourth hit off Rick Wise.
Blue Jays 9, Angels 3
Roy Howell drove in three
runs and Bob Bailor and Rico
Carty add two each to pace.
• a 16-hit attack in support of
--Zetfy Garvin's. -eighTlill-platewrid-contimred-to second
pitching.
Mariners 4, Tigers -3 threw 
when .reliever Mac Scarce
wildly to first. Jackson
--
 - Julio Cruz, who doubled to and Chambliss also delivered
-*tart a two-run rally in the RBI singles in the first inning.
eighth inning, singled home
the winning run In the llth Orioles 8, White Sox 7
-while Seattle reliever. Enrique_ _ Pinch hitter Gary Roenicke
Romo stopped the Tigers on- drew a bases-loaded walk in
one hit over the final 32-3 in-. the eighth inning to force in an
unearned run and break a tie
and Ken Singleton drove in
four more with a homer and
single to lead Baltimore.
Rangers 2, Red Soil
Pinch hitter John
• 4
Though the times were outstanding, they could ha
.1
ve been
better as the track was' left extremely wet and slippery by a
hard morning rain.
U.K. Seniors
I Including Jack Givens,









• AdwiosharW.Mokoms on Ws of- Oannhoollomm; amt.
nut Wool, Murray, Hunts Sporting Goods end Tosh Shop,
imoyfOld.




stein's single off Boston relief
•
ace Bill Campbell capped a
two-run rally in the bottom of
the ninth inning that gave
Texas its victory behind
Ferguson Jenkins' four-hit
pitching. The Rangers
stretched their winning streak
to six games while the Red Sox
have dropped four in a row.
Yankees 2, Twins 1
Chris Chambliss singled
home Reggie Jackson with the
tie-breaking run in the ninth
inning after Jackson got an
infield hit on a dribbler bet-
ween the mound and home
w.
-
ONLY TIGER TO PLACE - Grettis Sumphis of Munn_ Nigh
goes over ono of ties honks in the 330-yard intonnodiotos.
Buniplds was the only Mmtvry Nigh athlete to piece O the MO
invitational Ho finished second in tits *vont.
The Goodyear proinise was always goW:









and for at least




















Al LOWS AS YOU OWN CAR
As tone AS YOU OWN CAR
Complete details o the limited warranty are available from you
r
Goodyear Service Store. Customers who are traveling or have moved
outside their original store's trading area (50 miles or more) may have
warranty work performed at any Goodyear Service Store. Customers are
encouraged to return to the original performing store when possible.
It makes the Goodyear
promise of hassle-free
auto service good most
everywhere you go.
Think of - it, warranted hassle-fret,
-auto service nearly everywhere you
go - business trips, vacations, even It
your family moves to another city
Hassle-free auto service when you
need -it-, anywhere there's a Goodyear
Service Store. Auto service backed by
a written limited warranty you take
. with you everywhere, and your writ-
ten warranty tells you that if what we
did isn't right, we'll make it right.
Isn't this the kind of auto service
you've always been looking for?
Ifs--as good as the
service we promise.
If you have e• problem caused by de-'
fects in our workmanship or our ma-
terials, just bring us your warrants
and the original service invoice. We'll
re-do the job free-no charge for parts
or labor.
Our Word. It's as good as these-services: --
Lube & Oil Change
$588
UP TO S QUARTS MAJOR
allallo 1000 GRADE OIL
• Complete chassis lubrication and
oil change • Helps protect parts -
ensures smooth, quiet performance
• Includes light trucks I Please
phone for appointment
Front-End Alignment





• Inspect all 4 tires • Inspect steer-
.in and suspension components io.
Adult toe-in, caster and camber to
manuTacturers specifications • In
cludes VW, Datsun. and Toyota.
Engine Tune-Up
88ecr. *mon$4 less forelectronic
Prka inc1404,
Darts and tabor
MAW — 4 cyl $4011111 8 cyr-
SAVES GAS, GIVES FAST
STARTS IN ANY WEATHER .
4 Elettronic.engine, starting and cHirii-
ing sxstem analysis • Install new points,
plugs, condenser Set dwell add time
engine to specifications • Adjust carbu
retor for fuel ecenority • Includos pat.







$t«. Room 730 IL*. we 6:00 P.M. oar • Op•• wt. Le0 o fit
Mgr. T. Tsrvaka Mgr. E. Witte
315W. Broadway 600 Jefferson
Mayfield, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
247-3711 442-5464
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• Suoersize cooks 2 hamburgers at once. flip grid -re-'
verses for 2 sandwiches. 2 boneless club steaks, hot
dogs. tc
• Use..top grid cooking side up as a griddle for fried
eggs and bacon. scrambled eggs and ham. 2 slices
French toast. etc.
• Non-stick-cooking surfacet immersible flip grid and
grid tray for cleaning convenience.
▪ jileAv_for_ families eating ma the run. students. singles
and couples.
• Hole in the handles-for hanging on the Wall for storage
• Perfect for Kitchen. dormitory, Vacation home break-





Brews 2 to 10 cups
of coffee faster













• Attractively styled perk brews delicious coffee, then keeps
it serving hot for your guests
• Durable polypropylene cotter, two way faucet, serve light
• Your choice of Polished Alu










• Deep Fryer cooks french fried potatoes, onion "
rings, fried chicken, etc.
• Compact & economical, uses just 2 cups of oil
• Fry basket included tor convenient food
handling while fryiiig
• Signal Light tells—I.vhen -preheat is complete






• Grog treat • Pomo
scfanegeo cooferuto
comer... • ()moor
"plow toll ...1.41110 MOM
.01•00, • ,2-(1101 ii
J.91t foienlaile. 2 egg loon
2 diet scomanc newton
• meow.. impc • Rad•an
aft3 .3eargio ordc. • AO-
2•••••Sie meows - Stereo
,00t get • floct000col
• Swarms we • if% oe,
• Tng Neaten • Saws
;eon* renew • 35 ite,
ens* torcoon oestocent
• Owego eon • ato.hanso
**,,, • F typing
.4.4.1111.4110•10.104
• Uye..10/Par y • Largo
ftemseetage ewe,
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APPLIANCE
• GE Toucn 'N Curi i-Mist or Dry Curler Model CS.--1 with Wave Comb
• Coollip end.lets you guide Touch 'N Curl for tendrils. flips. curls
• Mist reservoir can be filled directly from faucet
; Convenient one-hand mist and curl operation -on comfort destgned—p--
handle
• 'Ready dot" clamp tells you when unit is ready for stYlloll• •
." Release portals all around barrel let fine mist penetrate hair
• Hi or Lo temperature settings — pick the one best suited to your.
hair 
•
• Non stick coating on WO barrel and clamp helps finished curl slip
fres
• Safety roll pedestal helps protect furniture from barrel neat
• Permanently attached swivel cord swings clear while rolling curtS.
AUTOMATIC
• COOKER




• Pot lifts from base
• ter oven or ranoetop
cooking • heating base
becomes a griddle!






where craftsmen' so care
51371
Makes, seals and cuts plastic bags to perfect size—
no wasted bag material! Airtight storage for: left-























SB-1 Save 15 49
• Broil-H-Grill is a whole new way to cook
• Fast, two-suled broiling without muss-and fuss.
;' Cooks bacon, steaks. hamburgers. hot dogs ham. shish kebab
:hicken, grilled tomatoes, onions, mushrooms, sandwiches. el
• Cooks both sides at ante, from 18% to ',Pk faster than range
(excluding preheat time)
Easy to clean! Minimal spatter. Pon-slick finish on grids. Grid
trnmersibfr ant-dishwasher safe •
Slanted ribbed grids for natural grease drainage into removed
Each grid has 96 Square inches. over 1/3 more cooking surfac
Skillet when used for closed. 2-sided cooling
• Saves electricity, kitchen stays cooler




• EXTRA POWER feature givers imontitehxotrautpico:senrgain:
speed at the touch of a button tr. '1110 mix difficult I
• Momentary extra power and SPee° 
sv 
basic speed setting.







.• decorative cipsi4ns in refreshing
. • Thumb:controiled beater ejectrir. oalanced handle,
heel rest detaChale cord.
• vMairxiionugs 
mixing
 fuidbein handle-jos mgives recr.rtended speed
• Mode 1474y1t44574.430 FialitY
41-.462tel mum (15744,019 -1.1rms Omen . a
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SB- 1 Save 15.49
ROIL-It-GRILL
RG20T/3820-112
Is new Way 10 cook
ling Without MUSS and 41$3.
hamburgers. hot dogs ham. shish kebab, seafood.
stoes, onions mushrooms. sandwiches. etc.
once. from 18% to 70 faster than range oven broiling
'met
lot spoiler. non-stick finish on grids. Grids are removable
washer safe; ,
for natural grease (nal lags into nintevehle grtast.tiay.
are inches. over 1/3 more cooking surface than a 10-
r closed, 2-sided cooing.
lchin slays cooler





R feature glye5 in,,rant extra power and
Ouch of a button rr. "CP mix difficult heavy batters.
rtra power and spee
,! without changing
etting.
d 140 watt motor. 
31 10 listed speeds or
between.
Out decorative deSigns in refreshing
S. .
)l led beater ejector. culanced handle, stable
SChale cord.
in handle gives recomeended speed for
g jobs. . _
W4574.001
r3574;008-Limedreen -.arm
L/3574-011 Butter Yellow' •
. where craftsmen 5141 came'
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• BREW STARTER automatic cloCk and timer feature lets yOu $et
and forget. coffee reedy when you are
▪ eraew stwksteia automatic clock andante, Nis yOu wake u0 ron.
- Itookie-gRa-colie•• or sat it to brew w6de you re.entotring yOur meal
• BREW STARTER is easy to use. Mit let for time to start brewing
ari slide cOntrol to AUTO - 
.
• Brews 2-10 cups of fresh filtered dna coffee with the mews. 
0 instant cone•
• Automatically switches to keepihwarm Malin COft•• IS nearly, stays
hoe for serving. ,_
• Shower hiked airiakIr cleigh aistributissislisiiie-visrly-OsTer
grounds
• Use What, oformeRent filter or disoosable mom filter,. both in-
cluded. for clear coffee
• 3••-Mr0-ugh water resitrybir with Cul, markings tor eiser4tR41,9'
• Signal Light mks when on
FM/AM Snooz-Alarm® Clack
Radio with Appliance Outlet
Wakes you to Music-and iv-es
YOU the •ConvenienCe_ Of an extra
outlet to plug in the coffee-
maker, lamp or other appliance.
• Wake-to-Music, or Wake-to-Mdsic
and .Atiarttl_ to' Snoqz-Atarrne' clock
control. • Sleep switch turns radio off
• Lighted :lock disii.;_e Timed appli-
ance outlet (12-Aour timer) --1 1 5)
watt capacity. • 3'5" front-fired
dynamic speaker. • Slide rule dial. •
AFC on FM. • Blackiwhito cabinet.
Cat:p,., STEAM & DRY
J,_?') IRON MODEL F-63T
• DUREYEr Cixdset—is heat resistant, will not fray, crack or
peel in normal use, and has little tendency td tangle or kink.
• Switches from steam to dry at a push of a button.
• 25 steam vents for overall steam distribution—better iron
ing
results.
• Hest Selector Dial—gives selective hest settings for a wide
variety of fabrics including Perm-Press.
• Blue GE Double Non-Stick Coated Soleplate, 2
5 steam vents.





• 3 speed mixer features fingertipcontrol.
, • Ideal for whipping, stirring, and miging.
• ReatOgftctrir for essy detachment
. -"Eilytrip" ?tan* for ti) ft usi.
• Beaterclips for ease of storage.
• Balanced heel rest, ,








rich sound and the best pecform-
GE's entire radio !ine
make it everyone's favorite.
• Component-type closed box speaker
system with a high-comphance air-sus-
oension speaker. • Amphfier specifi-
• cations: 4 5 watts minimum Continuous
average power through' 95Hz to
20.000Hz power band with not more
than 5•.'• total harmonic distortion at
8-ohm load impedance. • Continuous
• tone cdntrol. • Loudness switch
• boosts !Ow frequency response at 10w




FM/AM Digital Clock Radio—
Chrono Glow— Time Display
Totally dark but you can see what
time • it is. GE's Chrono-Glow
blacklight digital readout pro-
vides super nighttime visibility.
• Chrono-Glow T" black light page dig-
ital readout with large numerals -•
Snooz-Alarml) clock control. • Ad-
justable sleep switch. • 24-hour wake-
up System. • Wake-to-Music Or W ak e-
to -Music and Alarm.• 314" heavy mag-
net dynamic speaker. • Lighted side





• Combination can opener and knife AMMON
• "Hands free' ' operstale•-•-
• "Easy Clean" removable cutting assembly











a-SOUPS • Fists di DOURLIET
• Hsu e FRUIT DELIGHTS
lavas wwww•cruiLINCI CO., 1141111113 CUT MI- Iffffl•
C•orl. Pei an
Imlonme•
*. '117 Cas it SOFF
OPIANO
ELECTRIC SLOW COOKER/SERVER
Meal allAARMACTUPUMO CO • KAillIAS CITY. a10. 11412*
MODEL 3104
Styled for the natural shape of foods!
large 4-quart bowl holds problem.sized" foods without
precUltIng • Foods ar• easy to remove look more
appetizing • Wide ex- stonswere bowl cooks a party h141T Of
large roast I Cook t 13 to 10 hours for an energy-saving Ic
• Low hemplarstur•cOoking el BO and 160 wins • No
burning, stirring or critical timing • Hest elements sorrow,.
side, Of stoneware • Low-profile meet case • 3-positv
,
switch High/Low/Off • Sturdy see-thfu glass cov




"cooks ail day weals the cook's away "
RoAers • Trews • soups • wAIA • POULTRY •
-.HSU • GISH • FRUIT • VEGETABLES •
CAKES • GOURMET DELIGHTS
wort' Monwswe bowl comes -71sen our • .1X-1•11•114-
dinner — refrigerate in bowl owirrOgnt. Next morning. 000 It
Crock-Pot • Nerdy tor ramify or buffet wring • Cooks 11-t0
hour, tor an iinergy-swing 3t • Low-tismo cooking 110 and 200
watts ar No earring, no Making. no hot spot* • Old-time bolt'
mf speckled stoneware mid "tuning glaze • 3-oosioon wencry
'llgriri-owfOlf • Sturdy see-thre awes cover
CLASS OF '28: These 13 members of the aass of 78 at Murray State were back on campus for their Golden An-
niversary luncheon Saturday. They are, hoist row, lett to right: Mary Al'cock Newsom, Brownsville, Tn., Lucille Far-
mer Austin, Murray; Mart Yee Nichok, Gineva, Fla.; Pauline Atkins Wainscott, Murray; Emma Hicks Darnell; Murray,
and torah Terhune Ashcraft, Murray. Back row, from the left Lillie Wallace Hendrickson, Murray; Ty Holland,
Murray; Chester A. Igleheart, Elizabethtown; lalluma Nance Dixon, Murray, J. Matt Sparkman, Murray. R. E.
Goó
_
n, Muntay; and Mary Lassiter, Murrary. *
FULL Of STORIES: J. Matt 'Sparkman, retired vice president for student affairs and a member of the
Class of 28, shares one of his many stories with Mrs. C. C. Ashcraft, Murray, center
, and Emily McGuire,
Paducah, a member of the 1928 Class
building formerly known as the Student
Union Building, is expected to be open
by the fill semester;
—The new heating and cooling plant,
currently nine to 12 months behind the
original construction schedule, is also
expected to be in use by this fall;
—Final excavation work on the
stodent overpass over Chestnut Street
la expected to be. completed within a
few weeks making that project usable;
—Renovation of Wells Hall, a former
women's dormitory, into ad-
ministrative and academic offices,
should be completed by September or
October;
—Working should begin soon on new
tennis courts to replace the ones
displaced due to the overpass and
university center.
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR: Frances F. Brown ackn
owledges the enthusiastic ap-
proval of the alumni banquet crowd after being th
e 15th recipient of the Alumni
Associations coveted Distinguished Professor of Th
e Year award With her is jack
Winter, last year's recipient and acting dean of the Co
llege of Creative Expression. An
atsociate professor ef economics, Miss Brown has 
been at Murray State since 1948.
By DWAIN McINTOSH
Frances E. Brown, associate
professor of _home eccuximica.and a._
teacher et Murray State University for
-30 years, is the 15th faculty member to
receive the Distinguished Professor
Award' of the university's Alumni
Association.
She was presented to the gathering at
the annual-au/MB 'banquet Saturday
evening by John C. "Jaek" Winter,
professor of music and acting dean of
the College of Creative Expression, who
was last year's recipient. Miss Brown
was awarded a check for $500 when her
selection was announced.
A teacher. whose fields o/
specialization are housing, equipinent,
family economics, and consumer
problems, Miss Brown has also been
involved in working with townspeople
and area homemakers since she joined
the faculty in 1948.
During her years at Murray State,
she has assumed a number of depart-
- mental responsibilities, including
acting chairManship of the department
in 1954-55. Her committee assignments
have included curriculum, student
—Fee- ruitment, tenure, and graduate.
She has worked with Kappa Omicron
. Phi home economics ho or socieyt as a
Georgetown College and as a super-
vising teacher in home economics at
the Univ_ersty of Kentucky before she-
began her long tenure at Murray -matt
Her teaching experience also in-
-eludes work with the Meade County
school system and a summer session at
Kansas State University.
She earnedthe B.S. and M. S. degrees
at the University of Kentucky and has
lone additional graduate work_ at the
University of Georgia, Teaehers
College of Columbia University,
Oklahoma State University, University
of South Dakota, Kansas State
University, and University of Ken-
lucky.




Council of Consumer Affiars, Phi
Upsilon 'Omicron,- Kappa Delta Pi, the
Murray State Women's Society and the
Murray Woman's Club.
She lives at 1319 Olive Blv. in Murray.
Besides Winter, other past winners of
the Distinguished Professor Award'
are: Dr. C. S. Lowry, 1964; Dr. Liza
Spann, 1965; Dr. Max Carman, 1966;
Dr. Walter Blackburn, 1967; Mrs.
Evelyn Linn Allbritten, 1968; Robert K.
co-sponsor and with Sigma Sigma Baar, 1969; William B. Taylor, 1970;
Sigma SOCUIV sorcelk_ as a faculty Dr. Karl F. Hussung, 1971; E. B.
adviser. ---130wlots, 1972; Miss Bulge Smith, 1973;
A native oi Beth &Wirt In 'Meade- -Dr.-Rabert F. As hip,-197+;-Richard W
.
-Cray, TAW Brown served' as depart- Farrell, 1975; and Dr. Rex Alexander,
--estatel chairman and teacher at 1978.
A GOOD SHOT! Governor Carroll seems well pleased with his second shot on the 5-par hole at the
Murray Country Club early Saturday as he played a round of golf. His playing partners at the time were
former Mayor Holmes Ellis; Dr. Sal Matarazzo, Murray faculty representative on the board of regents;
and Dwain McIntosh, assistant director of information and public services at the university.
DISTINGUISHED Al UMNUS: State Sen. Pat McCuiston (left) of Pembroke,
 president of the Murray State University
Alumni Association during 1977-78, was honored Saturday evening a
t the alumni banquet when he was recognized
as a distinguished alumnus. Making the presentation is Dr. Constan
tine W. Curds, univeirsity president_MeCuiston
joins a select group of 25 who have been so honored in the 55-year 




























































































State Sen. -Pitt M. MCCIal-on
Pembroke joined a select circle
Saturday evening when he was named a
distinguished alumnus of Murray State
University at the annual Alumni
Association banquet on the campus'
. A 1939 graduate of Murray State,
McCuiston is the 25th distinguished
alumnus in the school's 55-year history
to he honored for outstanding
achievement in his field.
Now president and chairman of the
board of Planters Bank of Todd County,
he has also been successful in other
fields — educator, coach, --ad-
ministrator, businessman, farmer, and
executive, as well as in both civic and
state government service.
McCuiston served during 1977-78 as
president of the Alumni Association. He
relinquished the gavel when a new
president, District Judge -Sid Easly 61
Murray, was installed atthe conclusion
of the Saturday banquet program.
In addition to his service,. as
President, McCuiston has also served
the association as vice-president and
twice served three-year terms on the
executive council. He is a charter
member of the Century Club, lifetime
ember of the, Agriculture Alumni
Association, and -was Outstanding
Agriculture Alumnus of the Year in
196& --
A native of ifiritsey in talloway'
County, McCuiston is serving his third
term as a state senator in the Third
Senatorial District that is made- lip of ,
Todd, Trigg, Christian, _ .04_1.yon 
Counties and three precincts in
Multienberg County.
He served during the 1978 session of
the Kentucky General Assembly as
assistant prezident pro tempore of the •
Kentucky State, making him third in -
line as its presiding officer.
McCuiston led the effort ,during the
1974 General Assembly session to enact
legislation for the establishment of It- •
school of veterinary medicine at
Murray State. He introduced and
steered the bill through the Senate by a
23-9 vote, but it later died in a House of
Representatives committee.
- He had a more satisfying experience
with the West Kentucky Livestock Show • --
aiW. Exposition Center-and--was one of-
the people instrumental in getting that
facility located on the campus farm.
In earlier years, McCuiston taught at -
" Pembroke High School and doubled as
principal and coach at both New -
Concord High School in Calloway
County and South Christian High
School.
He also served 10 years as executive
secretary of the Hopkinsville Chainber
of Commerce and more than two years
as personnel manager of al* of the
industries he had a hand in persuading
to locate in Hopkinsville.
McCuiston has also served as
president of Woodmen of the World in
Kentucky and has 30 years of perfect
attendnace at the Hopkinsville Rotary
Club. He is also a former board
member' of the Kentucky lianiers
Association.
He is married to the former. Clara
Johnson of Pembroke and they have
three sorts„Max, Jere, and Dale. Jere is
a member of the board of  regents at
Mw-ray State.
THE GOVERNOR'S DAUGHTER: Patrice Carroll, 21-year-old daughter of Gov. and Mrs. Julian Carroll
and a senior at Murray State, and Kathy Crowe, Kennett Mo., at the paino provided the musical en-
tertainment for the alumni banquet crowd.
CLASS OF 1953: These 15 members or the Class or53 were on hand for the luncheon Saturday. They are:Front
row, from the left Dene Patton Pullman, Carrier Mills, III; Linda Long, Heath; Ann Moss Williams, Henderson; Betty
Jett Gerstler, Ann Arbor, Mich; Margorie A. Kim, Flint, Mich.; Sara Lester Hussiing, Murray-and Wanda Calhoun. Back
row, from the left Riley Lassiter, Louisville; Eli Alexander, Dr. MI Lyons, Bob fadess, James D. McClure, all of
Murray, Mickey McGuire, Paducah; and Dr. Karl Hussung and Max Brandon, both of Murray.
NEW PRESIDENT: District fudge Sid Easley of Murray accepts the president's gavel from retiring Alumni Presid
ent
Pat McCuiston, Pembroke, as the traditional spring banquet drew to a close Saturday night He becomes the 43rd
president of the association.
I
--
REMINISCING: Retired Vice President for Student Affairs I. Matt Sparkman, a member of the Class of
'28, recalled the ea`rly days of the university in his role as the principal speaker at the luncheon for the
Classes of '28 and '53, Oar- Golden and Silver Anniversary Classes.
Ca rro II_ (Continued From Page Onej -
Kentucky ".̀the best in the nation," he
said that tourism provides "the
cleanest dollars any state can make."
A goal was set by the state in 1776 to
build a billion-dollar tourist economy in
Kentucky by 1978, Carroll recalled, but
that objective was actually reached in
1976 and expanded to one and a quarter
billion dollars in 1977 as tourism has
grown in Kentucky more than twice as
fast as the national average.
He added that tourism revenue in
1977 accounted for more than $91
million in the state treasury and about
$41 million in city and county govern-
ment income.
Carroll said he believes the com-
pletion of Interstate Highway 24
"before I leave office" will enhance
tourist potential in West Kentucky so
that no place will have a greater at-
traction.
A major problem in agriculture.
-Carroll observed, is transportation.
When the Tennessee-Tombigbee
1N-a
Waterway project is completed in the
early 1980's, he said West Kentucky will
have the greatest waterway tran-
sportation potential in the country.
Carroll was presented a plaque of
appreciation in be half of the Alumni
Association by Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, university president.
Among the other special recognition
presentations at the banquet were 25-
year awards to: Dr. William G. Read.
vice-president for academic programs;
Robert K. Barr, director of Choral
activities; Dr. Rex Alexander,
professor of recreation and physical
education; and Ann Page, travel ac-
count specialist in business and
financial services.
District Judge Sid Easley of Murray,
who serves -Calloway and Marshall
counties, was installed as the new
president of the Alumni Association at
the conclusion of the 'program. suc-,
cedeing State Sen, Pat McCuiston of
Pembroke.
AT REUNION: Dr. Paul lyont;Murray, a member of the Class of '53, right, serves\ a
glass of punch to Hawthorne Wallis, Memphis, Tnn., Class of;40, during She reunion of
the 1928 and 1953 classes Saturday afternoon.





Feeder cattle prices and
feed costs indicate that creep-
feeding . beef calves nursing
cows ,on pastures will be
"-Ptilltabl -1711s year, the way
prospects look to a beef, cattle
research in the UK College of
\griculture.
Nelson Gay says that the
price outlook is for spring
calves to bring 50 cents or
more a pound when they are
weaned next fall and for corn
to cost less than r...50 a _bushel-
--dr---43-celits a pound this spring- -
and summer.
With 82.50 corn and 50 cents
calves. crgep-feeding will pay
if you can get a pound of calf
gain with 10 pounds of feed or
less. You'll about break even
if it takes 11 pounds of feed per




"V!ek've got the Slide!,
• "rwiriernor •rsi wme aim Imolline
-•••#.•-116 ABM 11111111I/grA_
-mance Aiwa hos aostridut loot Ts •
slum' atSholow•
Howie less '-
mt. Niaa 75341/9 ,
cost of cracking hèUed coro,
for young Calves.
Feed-gain ratios vary from
about 5.1 to 15:1 in research
trails on creep-feeding calves.
However. Gay says that 10:1 is
good guideline to use if you
don't know how much creep
feed it takes to make a pound
of gain on your own farm.
. If you plan to 'keep your
calves instead of selling them
next fall, creepfeeding will
pay___only-if_you--continue to
feed a high-energy finisheing
ration - from* weaning to
market, says Gay.. He adds,
-1)on't creep-feed it you, in.
tend to winter your calves on a
growing ration."
Regardless of what Wdo
with your calves after they are
weaned, Gay recommends
creep-feeding calves nursing
young cows or poor-milkers-
when pasture growth is short
or low in quality. On the other
hand, he says that as a general
rule it doesn't pay to creep-
feed calves nursing good-
milking cows grazing plenty of
high-quality forage.
- --Calves-born in the fall need
creep feed says the specialist,
--because Cows on -late-fall or
winter pasture usually don't
give enough milk to permit
calves to grow satisfactorily.
Gay adds' that you get .much
more efficient use of weep
feed fed directly to claves than
of supplemental. -feed fed to
cows in order:- 4.-...increase
























We helped Bill improve his operation
... we'd like to help you, too.,Come in
and talk, We'll listen, •
,
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N. 4th St.
Worm, Ky. 75346112-
• GUEST SPEAKER atthe annual Parent-Member Banquet held by the Calloway Coun-
ty High School Chapter of the Future Farmer of America was Steve Washington, cen-
ter, Kentucky EFA president from Adairville. With him are the chapter officers, Danny
IGnyjns, Randy McCallon, Bill Glisson, Gary Miller, Brad Cook, and Kenileth Paschall.
alloway FFA Holds
Parent-Member Banquet
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of Future
Farmers of America held the
annual- Par Egli-Mein-bar-
Banquet on April 6 at the _High
School Cafeteria.
- Chapter President Danny
Kingins presided and ap-
proximately 209 members,-
parents and guests- were
present.
Steve Washington, State
FFA President from Adair-
ville, was the guest speakeri
The highlight of the evening
was the annual awards














McCallon, Brad Cook, and
Danny Kingins.
Livestock Judging-Jimmy
Hale and Dave Watson; Dairy
Judging- Terry Lynn
Paschall, Mickey Overbey,
Kenny Erwin Sod Judging-
Randy McCallon, and Brad
Cook; Tobacco Grading-
Randy McCallon, Brad Cook,
and Bill Glisson; Crop













Scholarship-Ag I - Marty
Wyatt; Ag. 11-Larry Enoch;
AG III-Terry Paschall; AG,
IV-Randy McCallon; Hort.I7











Feltner; Ag. Ricky. Cun-
ningham: Ag. HI- Terry
Pascall; AG. P/-Randy Mc-
Callon Hort. .1 Steplfanie
Wyatt Hort. II- Kim Smith;.
Record Book- Ag. I-Allen Hill;
Ag. II-Ricky Cunningham;













Danny Kingins, .Brad Cook,
Kenneth Paschall, Randy
McCallon, Garry Miller. Bill
Glisson, Greg McClure, Barry
Canter, -Rieky Cunningham,



















Feed Nutrena TOP HOG' Starter -
the combined pre-starter/
starter/grower
• ONE ration from birth to:60 _
• Palatable for nursing pip.
• Complete pellets NagrindinO, flO mixing.
Nutrena'research showed 18.9% faster
pins, 14.9% less feed per lb. of gain
thin'a conventional starter and con-
ventional grower program from weaning
to 60 lbs.
CARMINGTON FEED





ningham;-Member of the 'year
and Chapter Star Farmer-










Degree: Jerry Ainley, Billy
Joe Kingins, Jimmy Rickman
and Gene McCutcheon.










On Summer Grain Storage
Farmers planning to store
grain through the summer can
take steps to insure that its
quality will Mae-high at sale
time.
"Storing grain through the
Slimmer requires careful
management if a high-qualify
'product is to be delivered to
market," -'notes Doug




out a number of practices
farmers can follow to prevent
deterioration of corn or
soybeans in storage during
warmer months and suggest
that farmers plan in advance
what tcl do with their grain
Should problems arise.
-If most of its storage life
was used up duing the fall and
winter, grain May not make it
through the summer," he
says, noting that, for, gear-
'round storage, the" grain must
be clean and dryr-and it must-.
have been in good shape going
-into storage last fall  It it..w
not damaged with mold or
moisture accumulation in .
wintertime, he points out, then
it should be in good shape for
getting through the summer,. -
The speeialist--says- that-
summer storage, Ci5rn should-
be dried down to .P percent
moisture content or lower, and"
soybeans should be at or below
11 percent. He also points out
that grain being readied for
summer storage should be
warmed to around 70 deg. F.,
to prevent pockets of moisture
condensation which could
cause spoilage.
Overhults says this war-
ming process should take 10-15
hours with a drying fan and
120-150 hours with a smaller
aeration system. He warns
producers not- to stop the
warming process until it is
complete, explaining that this
delay leaves a layer of warm,
moist - air in the cool grain
which can cause ipoilage..
'Check your grain Often
-after-it.-has haen warmed at
least once a week,- the
engineer says. "Look for
molded grain, smell of musty
Odors, and check for elevated
moisture content or .tem-
perature. If you discover
pockets of high moisture or
temperature, turn fans on
immediately to bring these
IF .
conditions down to desired
levels." He advises that
-farmers take special care to
look for hot spots and insects.
"In general," he concludes,
"the farmer needs to poke,
smell, look and feel for any -
changes that might have—
occurred since the last time he -
was in the bin."
The..Vnited States. produces
more raisins than Australia,
Iran and Turkey combined.
The state of California pro- _
vides almost 97 percent of the - -
raisins grown in this country -
and Arizona produces the rest.
An Important Message To
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The State Holstein Show was
held on April 2 at the state fair
grounds in.' Louisville. This
was the first time for the show
to be held in connection with
Crossword Puzzler
the Kentucky Natipnal
Holstein *Show and Sale. It
normally has been scheduled
in late July.
A total of 175 animals were
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36 Room in_ ...-55-04herivise- th Guilds. Star-tII-MBICStaty
harem 57 Pronoun a junior yearling heifer sold
flefrc for $2 000 which was the39 ...mall rug Bo Beverage r ,
40 Transgress 61 Antlered highest selling animal. in the
43 Courage animal Sale.
46 Bright star 63 Emmet





at the show. The Rogers and
Shelton Holstein Farm located
in the Lynn Grove community
exhitiited three animals at the
state event and came away
with jwo - fourth place win-
ners and one animal placed
12th in the largest class of the
show.
Star-Lu Farm entered two -
three year old cows in the
Kentucky National Show and •
Sale. Star-I,u elevation- Terry
had a two year old milk record
of over 25,000 pounds of milk
and sold for $.5,0o0.
This is the highett selling
female to be sold at auction
from Calloway County.
PEONY „ Jerry Stark also sold the
52 Giverol . daughter of Terry in the
•
53 S gifthort Spring Heifer Sale that was
iacket held at the Louisville -Fair
:PA
:+:*
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HIGH SELLER - Star-Lu eleation-Terry, two year old cow sold for $5,000 at the State
Holstein Show and Sale in Louisville. The cow is.oweied-by Star-lu Farm of Calloway
'County. With the cow are Jerry and Melissa Stark.'
Getting effective weed
control in corn and soybeans
by applying a herbicide before
planting depends on when and -
how thoroughly the chemical
2.sja. incorporated__or_mixed..in_
with the soil
"This is true regardless of
ONE WONDERS WHAT_
SORT OF RESPONSE UJE
MEAT GETIF WWERE— —








weather conditions," says W. -
W. Witt, Extension weed
tpectalist Irt:the-VIC—Itif4telftltAltlit4C-=-Medissa -anti Je pkThreffngM ari-th-own With-the sales •
ege of Agriciatuts--  committeelliberStale__Holstein _Show with ihir junicee4earling_heifef, Star-Lu MEC
He recommends-ifyiking Stacy, which solerfor S2000 at the sale.
the preplant herbicide on a
well-prepared seedbed, then
following immediately with
two diskings to mix the
chemical weed killer
thoroughly in the top 2- to 3- I
inches of soil. Cross-disking
will do abetter job than going 4 _ 
through the field twice in the. A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists it
same direetion. 
the UK Coarse, of Agriculture
Incorporating the chemical
deeper. than 3 inches, Be sure to figure in all trle
however, will reduce the ef- -COOLS when yow buy beef, is
fectivenesS of the herbicide by the recommendation el focki
30 percent- more, -the -specialists with the Coopers-
specialist cautions. , tive Extension Service-- of
'Witt advises working the UK's College of Agriculture.
loreplant herbicide into the soil When you get it by the side
immediately after spraying, or quarter, the chief advan-
preferably in the same otage may be convenience and
operation, even though the
product label states that it
may be done several hours
later. -Pelayed incorporation
usually will result in' poor
weed contol," he emphasizes.
1978 Undid Future Syndicate, Volc
not money. If you wait for
specials, however, and buy
your beef at the supermarket,
you'll usually get, a better
deal moneywise.
DID I HEAR MASHED
'POTATOES HIT A PLATE?












A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed





to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before May 10, 1978, the
date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
By Leah Workman DC
Legal Notice
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed




estate of Carl Hopkins,
deceased. Exceptions to
-this settlement Mud be -
 -- filed Catiewa
District Court on or
before May 10, 1978, the
date of hearing.
' . Frances W. Shea, Clerk
By Leah Workman DC
Legal Notice
A final settlement of
accounts has been_ filed_
iheTilliway District
Court by Tommy D.
Parker, Executor, of the
estate of Nathaniel B.
Parker, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District
Court on or before May
10, 197L the date of 
• hearing.
Francis W. Shea, Clerk
By Leah Workman DC
HIGH-YIELDING NEWCOMER
Even though PX 65 is a relatively new Northrup Hing hybrid
this early single cross is well on its way to becoming an
important hybrid for this area Its a high-yielder on a wide
variety of soil and moisture conditions. It has strong stalks.
a-deep root system, and develops high
test weights at harvest
Make sure you plant plenty of PX 65
Come in or call today .. while
supplies are still available .
Can't get out to make
a deposit today? No
problem. Now we're as
close to you as .your
nearesj mail box! You
' can' do most transac-
tions by mail for say-





The followilig estate  
fich-iciary 'appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed
with the Fiduciary
within six -months -of
date of qualification.
Harry Edwin DeMoss,
Dec'd, 503 Beale Street,
Murray, Ky., Besse
Viola DeMoss, 503 Beale
Street, MUrraic-Ky.,
Executrix
teorge T. Rhea, Dec'd,
- Murray, Ky.
Rbeailiond Wright, Rt.
, 1., Murray, Ky.,
gieeutor


















phis, Tn., 38104, Co-
Executor






Virgle L. Paschall, Dec'd,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Ky., Carlie
Bee Paschall, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Ky., Executrix,
Adolph . G. Anderson,
Dec'd, New Concord,
Ky., Opal D. Anderson,
New Concord, Ky„.
Executrix. : 
Goldie J. Morris, Dec'd
Rt. 3, Murray, Ky.,
Charles K. Jeffrey, Rt.








Dec'd Rt. 8 Box 425.
Murray, Ky., Sue
Williams, Rt. 2, Box 17,
Dresden, Tn., ' Co-
Administrator, Larry
Phillips, 252 Riviera
CIS., -Murray, Ky., Co-
Administrator
Frances W. Shea, Clerk






requested to check this
first Insertion of ads for
corrqctIon. Thts
n•wspoper will b•





CHECK YOUR AD . 
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY















'be reached on 753-











Poison Control  753-75311
Senior Citizens . .  153-0979
Neetlline  753-NEED







Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
COLOR PORTRAITS
bring us yours for exirt-r-
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 12.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear err--
trance.
WHAT WE do best -is
care. Needline,- 753-6333.
BIBLE FACTS INC. -
Ephesians -%i4---states;
'"Wherefore be ye not
unwise, but un-
derstanding what the
will of the Lord is." and
James 1:5; "If any ;of
you latk wisdom, t
him ask of GOD, that:.
giveth to all Men".
liberally, ancL.wp......_
..braideth_neLandit
be given hims" Foct
Bible answers , or stud --
call 759-4600. . 
f
Sell Avon-make money, new
friends and put Avon on
everybody 's big; Call 7531
5750 in Murray or 4484188 in
Paducah
. Ill INVITATION . ,
Sealed proposals will be received by the Murray Rubio' Schools
-.Board of PAtueetion at the Office of the Board. Poplar at 9th Street.
uni= teMurray, K ky, until 12:00 Noon; C S. T.:Tliiiraday, May 11, 1478,
for the f ill labor, materiels, services, and equipment .
-tea 1978 Aiters Mw-ray to ray Jgiddle  orl 
,Arrari=lirifINMMInfigii810611811161010011iltallat$C14011e• all psupoliala Mill ,
be reopened and read.
_Separate. . , la will be ref-Owed-tar the following DWINIONS of
$Ews, . ,_ tilitiatititilf_coststield Tn./remote; Relit**
It is ihe intent of the Owner to award separate vont-n;(11ton each of
the above listed DivisioNs of the work
•Ovie get of plans, 40cifications and bid form may be obtained from
the Architects. Gingles and Harms, 2111 Twentieth Avenue South,
Nashville, Tennessee or theikuird of Education Office, Poplar at 9th
Street, Myrray. Kentucky.
The Board reserves the right lo reject any and all bids and to waive
any teformalities therein. ,
• ..
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OPEN SHOD MEE CLASSIFIEDS
5 lost And Fousd
LOST 35 MM, camera
Contact 7 6 7-3 882.
Reward.
6 Help Wanted




• children in Itiyhoitie.One







Ted leen lk Smith Sr., Of-
fice -P•ronnwei thanagor,
Vantleobill Clesnoical Cer-




photo copies at MSU,
.Approximately 2' hours
daily Approximately
salary $1,500 per year.
For more information
and a000intment call
,Bend A Copy Inc. 800-
322-0562.
PHONE ,.. , solicitors
needed, day and and -








with certificate for 3-11
shift. LPN or RN for 3-11
Stiift...,Contact Barbara
Clapp at 247-0200 -
SECRETARY WANTED
Minimum Qualifications:
High School Diploma plus typing skills of 40 words
per minute and shorthand skills of 80 words per
minute.
Ffillp Ileasfits:
Nine Paid liblitiags per year. paid vacation and sick
days, medical and dental insurance, and excellent
retirement sYsterri
• Salary:
- _Commensurate with education and experience.
$eed lasemo to:
Purchase Area Development District
P!0. Box 588
41066
Attention: Mary Armstrong, Ocicelaager
Phone: 4502) 247-7171 _ _ •
"An Equal OpporitmitT Employer;
6 Help liYa 'red
FULL TIME DAY cook
Apply in person Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
WANTED MIDDLE aged
woman for maid work, 2






person, no phone • calls





3897 between 8 and 4.











Send resume to P. 0.
Box 32Q.




Main Street Texaco 15th and Main Fquipped with I
eauipment and parts for all minor auto repair.
Good Business Opportunity. Call 753-
 -NOTICE TI
Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' 124'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
house full of furniture.
Call Days 753-3744
Nights 753-7618
managers - 17-25 years
old self-starters needed CUSTOM' MADE
to fill these promising draperies, made to your
positions. No experience measurement. No labor -
required to start with us charge. Over 150 pat-------
if you are willing to • terns and colors, 15 per
learn. Form,a1 cent off month of April.
classroom and on-the- P.N. Hirsch & Co. 753,
job training in our 9779,
schools and starting pay
of , $397-$460 to learn. WE BUY AND SELL used
-Excellent idirancernent air conditioners. Dill
opportunities_ and ,-- Eleatic, 753=9104 or 753-
regular pay raises. Job.... 154,









high school grads or
GED need apply. Call
William Yeager (502)
753-6439 for interview.
  THE NAVY. ITS .NOT




KENTUCKY . . . now
have Group Excess
Major Medical
available. . . Family
rates under $80.00 per
year. This plan is co-
administered and en-
dorsed by the Major
Midwestern Livestock
Exchanges. For in-
ifonnatiOn on this new
group insurance
program call or write to
BENNETT .AND
ASSOCIATES, P. 0.
Box' .946, -Murray, Ky.
42071. Phone 759-1486.
14 Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
WANTED TO BUY used
metal office desk, filing
cabinets, office chair.
Cali 753-0212.
USED SWING set or
playgrdluid-eqtripment,
200 amp meter base pole
complete. Call Bill 436-
5519.
WANTED STANDING
timber. We pay top__
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash
or percentage your
choice. Call after 6 p.m.
502-489-2334.
15 Articles For Sale
15. Articles Fw Sale
FOR SALE. Philco
Electric cook stove. $90
Lite new. ?dolling must
sell. Call 759-4631 and
753-9924.
TO SETTLE • AN
ESTATE, the following
units are being offered
to sell. 1974 Model
mobile homi. 12 X 45
Belle Meade all' electric,
for $2,500. 196.5 Chevrolet
ton pickup truck, $400.
1967 Buick station
wagon 8 cylinder sport,
$450. 1962 Chevrolet 2
19 Farm Equipment




FOR MORE PH01111111 RESULTS
16' ALUMINUM







door, 6 cylinder car, $75; ----
-----sundmg-tat nearly--
Lake, suitable for house
or mobile unit, $1,000. To
see- or for more in-
formation call 474-2337
or 753-4726.







small drop arm couch,
office desk, corner desk,
recliners, dining room
suites, wood- tables, 4
arm chairs, base and
wall cabinet. Maytag
'wringer washer, 2 king
 WILL AIRE 
-ERIGNIAMEE, washer__ • _ _ size box springs,
S THIS MONTH and_ drye
r. Remington -Silverton phonograph,
IrrTaft maintenance typewriter_ 
alio record PlaYer.s.,__2_
pie safes, marble top
bureau. player piano
and pump organ, also
electric organ.
Carraway Furniture,





manager. Good benefits, vacation,
profit sharing, good working con-
ditions, experience preferred.
Apply in, person at Roses




'preferred to work in
Hitching Post Gift Shqp
in Aurora. Call 474-2266.,
SOMEONE TO haul hay




One to 2 days per week













is now accepting applications for
_
Hourly Employees
ust be willing to work any of three shifts and be able to perform a




Appliance Group Murray Operation's
aturraussnky 42.71- =
‘-'.----7--"--'111oridaftbrlough Saturday
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
SALE. - -SNAPPER
mower t. replacement
blades. Your choice 2E",

















Call 437-4205 or 1-354-
8712.
SCRAP CANDY and
scrap log rolls. $1.00 to
$1.50 per pound.
Available at old Almo
school house, 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Mdnday through





Front quarter 79 cents a
• pound, whole or half 89
cents a pound. hind






8201 off 641 One mile



























sports weight yarns at ...
L-2 price, to make room
for my new line of
Brunswick Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, in
worsted weight
sports weight . in
stock - ma new kits






napkins and quilt tops,
baby or fingering yarn.
Full line of accessories
for each needleart.
Needlepoint lessons -





Chrysler 225's with 400
hours total running
time. Sleeps 4. Extra




MUST SELL 277 Apollo
jet boat, one new, one
demonstrator. One
equipped 460 Ford
engine, one equipped 454
Chevrolet ,engine.. With
warranty'. Edwards
Motor Co., E. 4th Street,
Benton, Ky. 527-1436
• days, 527-8814 nights.
33 FT. NAUTALINE













-taken for new one, two
and three bedroom,
Section VIII Hud -
subsidized apartments.
Occupancy available 30-
60 days. Call 753-8668.




apartment. Wate-r,- - Landing *1-




South 120 at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753.1861
acticum:
FIVE ACRES land with 2
houses. Four miles






34. Houses For Rent
20' Starcraft, 200 /1:1".
Johnson V4









SIBLE party to take
over small monthly
--,--- payment on 6 months old




and tomato sticks. Call
489-2126.
SIX ROW narrow In
cultivator. Big tool bar:




tractor with all equip-.
ment Two stands of this




























753-6132 before 5 p.m. or














- one 300 Custom head





ween 9:30 a.m. and
5: 30 p.m. ( 901 )642-6392
after 5:30p.m.
27. Mobile Home Sales
WELL KEPT mobile
home. Large wooded lot.
New spacious work
shop. Edge of Cadiz.
$9500 firm'. Call'436-5590
for appointment.




' good shaded large lot.
With outside storgage
building. Call 759-1667.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER FOR RENT.
See B. B. Dill at Dills








mobile home spaces for.
rent, at Riviera Cotaii..
.Call 753-32/11. "*
• 31 Want To Rent
WANTED To IfENT a 1
or 2 bedroom7bouse in
Murray. Would like to
move between ri-ow and
. first of September. Call
492-8407.
NICE HOUSE four miles
East. City water.
Garden. Couples. No
. pets. References. Call
753-7551.








references to P. 0, Box
32R.
35. Farms For Rent
RENT 100 sera far-




















Anjou bulls. Only the
very best performance
bulls selected from over
1,000 performance
tested cows are being
offered for sale. Broad
Bent Farms, Cadiz, Ky.
42211, Phoi.e days 235-
5182.
THREE BEDROOM
farm home with 2 acres
land. Barn and out-
buildings. Goad garden.




with this farm home
located only 2 blocks
from court square.
. Property is zoned B3
and could easily be
converted to offices or





-$19,500. Phone . 110P-
PERUD REALTY; 7S3-
1222 for more in-
formation.
LOTS FOR ALL Oc-
casions. We have listed
lots for the vacationers'
____in Lakeway  Shorea._ 
Bluff and -gen
Shores Estates. Or if. --
you are interested in
building in town, take a
look at the lot we ahve
listed a 1514 Oxford
Drive in Canterbury
Subdivision. Let us show
you these fine lots or
any other lots listed with
the Multiple Listing
Service. Call John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 753-
0101 or 505 Main St.
--a---"Proleisaunikieracv MAW
With The 5nend17 Touch"
,
MAKE ,MONEY








now let' it pay for it--
self -Can you believe





100 ACRE FARM tn.19. W. -
County for only $69,500.
83 acres outi buildings
and mobile home for
687,500. 60 acres for
$45,000, 25 acres for
$22,500, 138 acres at $886
acre for more details
call The Nelson Shroat
Co. Realtors, 759-1707.
DEAR AD READER:





brick with rec room and
den, fenced in brick and
_ wood patio,priced in the
30's...Can't wait to tell
-you more about it. Call




This nowlorn brisk and sties
hoe* is located only nolowtos
fro. awe, . Fostonts 3 largo
bedroom witb Neap
moon, dieing room, fansay
room witt finales* and kit-
chen tlort includes • ceramic
top reaps with self-clean eve*
and micro-wave. lotto lies
month trio 'warners and
marble Hp lavatory. EXTRA •
3 S will, born. Radom/.
WOMI 2 Apernesonts. Let
your fewowts bolo pay the
enertrigel Wry MC. Owee Olt
two barb brick only ter*
blocks west of MSIJ comps.
Averments mew need for
owoortlely. Nome slime








English Sheep dog 1 ,
year old Call 759-4631.
AKC BLACK LAB pups,





Wednesday May 2 and 3 •
at 301 South 6th Can-
celled in case of rain. -
43 Real Estate




new rtia_d_ both through
pr_opeity, Located near
Dover Erin, and Paris
Landing. See, call or




IN SEARCH • of ...• a
summer retreat? We
have ,lake property





homes. Make an- in-
vestraemt your whole









Wednesday May 3rd, th a.m. rain or shins. Ono of
Murray, Ky., landmarks.
Furnishings of old National Hotel, 6th and Main
Street, Murray, Ky. 49 rooms of beautiful maple,
mahogany and cherry furniture, half and full size
beds, springs and mattresses, poster spindle foot-
boards, solid headboards, spindle back rockers,
matching arm chairs, spindle back straight chairs,
fancy little desks, dressers, chests of drawers that
makes a desk, wood wardrobes, night stands, an-
tique luggage racks, floor and table lamps, choice
old pictures, stone and glass pitchers, antique cen-
ter tables, 3 cherry wood lounges, matching arm
chairs, 2 love seats, oak desk, wood filing cabinets,
cash register, adding machine; showcase, atill tree
stands, lots of miscellaenous items, linens, bed-
spreads. These are all choice items in extra good
shape. Dealers welcome. For information call:
CHESTER AND MILLER
AUCTION SERVICE
502-435-4128 or 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky. The
owners or auctioneers will not bo responsible in cams
of accident. Building will be open for inspection
Tuesday afternoon May 2nd, 2 to 4 p. m.
SUPER BUY
You say you would like to live south of town but
can't find anything reasonably priced! Why not
take a look at this well kept older home 41.2 miles
out on 121 So. It has two bedrooms, and one ball'
with a 28'x14' unfinished room upstairs. The
garage has plenty of room for a workshop or just
extra storage._Tfistla.not_bad for $16,900.00. But
Asilude a washer, dryer, range and refrigerator
and that makes it a SUPER BUY.
fl/\KOPPEfWD
REALTYM
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
George Gallagher 753 8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932




























































































s We NT tb•









































bath home on private
one acre tract, 44 miles
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of living
area in this home which
has, extra large rooms
and large 2 car garage.





sale of home Priced will'
below replacement cost-
only $44,000. Phone us
today for more in-
formation. KOPPERUD
REALTY 735-1222.
PUT IT IN THE
43. Real Estate
Guy Spann Realty











two baths, central gas
heat and a half
baaement. There is also
an extra plus with a
three room upstairs
apartment with outside
entrance. If you are
looking for ii-Thouse
. priced in the mid forties
'That is convenient to the

















Helen Spann-753-8579 Bill Payn&753-9794
Brenda jones..253_8668 Glenda Smith-753-1499
Amos McCartyi-753-2249
lad ...L1
Big House in the Little Woods ... Beautiful three
bedroom brick on three lots with a view of Ken-
tucky Lake ... Fenced backyard, patio and many
extras.
Live here and look down on the world ... 3
bedroom ranch high on a hill with magnificent
panoramic view. Sunken fireplace in family
room, fireplace in galley kitchen, formal dining













third acre lot with'.
many fine old trees
and unique lan-
dscaping. Living
room opens to rear
patio deck. Master
bedroom with
_--modern bath, In 2
-.adrift bedrooms and 






Estate, 105 N. 12th.
THIRTY FIVE acres
with waterfront located
at Chandler Park area
of the lake (Hamlin,
-K-ri Propel ty-tras tong
blacktop road (Ky 1918)
fuia -riew road' serving
-a- portion of the
_ property. John C.,








SELL? if you've been
thinking of selling why




. from our five full-time
sales representatives.
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
-real estate so let us




make buying and selling





With The Fnendlv Touch"
PEEK AT WHAT'S
NEW. 641 N. - Only
4.5 miles from
Murray, this smart 3
bedroom, 2 bath
B.V., situated on 3
acres, has all the ex-
tras - central electric






4 yrs. old. All this for
only $38,000. DON'T
WAIT. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
We sawed this Boston Whaler into three pieces to prove to you
Boston Whaleridon'tiink.
.eThe reason TS-Our uniaCie foam-sandwich Construction This
:meansQUf hyllikactualky a solid block of foam KIR ffpcPfgIassi,skin,
tl-tVarpog We offet a 10 year tIfuCtuial warrdfriOn every fiulf.
• to find Out the many"Othet reasons why ypu
Should own a Boston Whaler. seeThern at •
- -MID-SOUTH SAILS, CHARTER
Financing Available ""it" r"( O'Day, 
Boston
Whaler, Windeurf yr, Volvo Pent& (Next‘to Murray Bait'Co.)
4111-2174 Holoclaw Trolley Hwy. 94 East
. 4111. oeVlfr
01918 Ontied Feature 5.tondsc3te. Inc. /
4M-r4:
It BUTTE RF IN GERS1.11
43 Real Estate
A TOUCH of Nature
surrounds this
beautifully kept brick on
picturesque 2 acre
lot.. .Some of-the special




months, 22 x 15 patio for
summer cook-outs.. and
much, much more! May




1976 HONDA 750. Call
437-9505.
1977 750 HONDA. Lots of
extras. $1700. Also 1973
Pinto, good condition.
7t53-5696.















1973 GREMLIN - 6 cyl.
straight- shift. Gets--27







1969 FORD- one ton with














tego, power, air, AM-
FM -stereo, needs body
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
pickup runs but motor
needs work, $300. Call
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
1909 GRAND PRIX-- 1973 CADILLAC .Coupe
Pontiac, good condition. DeVille. $2400. Call 753-
_411 OTHER  __WNW $075 or best offer. call '7827-
LIS riNG - Roomy 3-
bedroom home on 2/4
acre lot only minutes
from city limits. Home
features study, 11/2
baths, central heat and
air, 2 car attached
garage. Lot has nice
shrubs and trees, in-
cluding some fruit trees,
and fenced backyard.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 or visit our
Conveniently located




Mud. Jeffs Skeppireg Caere'
45. Farms For Sale
HOUSE WITH 12 -acres
land, extra nice. Two
bedroom brick, shop.
Other outbuilding.
Priced tb sell. Call 753-
0430 or 753-8131.
NEED A FARM? 79













46 Homes For Sale
NICE THREE bedroom
house in country. Ap-
proximately 4 miles
from town. Call 753-2515.
.THREE STORY brick, 3
bedroom on ground.
Two rooms up. Four
r O_WELS An_ basement
Large living room, large
kitchen : baths. Dish-
washer, garbage
disposal and stove. 1008
Sharp St ('all 753-6638.
47. Motorcycles
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 *miles. Call
' 436-2262 or 753-8078.
11176 11. 250 . Honda set up
for woods and trail
riding. $525.1974 CR 125
Honda $375. Call 474-2741
after 4 p.m.




350-4, 2 helmets in-
wel. Call 767-3111
r209'2-Syc/ritiort. $2,000, 001 -';7-2778.
75941911 .--
1977 THUNDERBIRD,
red with white vinyl top,
bucket seats, automatic
in floor. 11,000 miles.
Call 753-2935.
1974 FORD RANGER
XLT. All power and air.
Chrome rails New tires.





1970 V. W. runs good.
Needs body work Take
$400. Call after 5 p.m.
753-0189.
1977 DODGEC 4 X 4 318
automatil, power
steering, brakes and air.
Like new. (limper shell
for long steel base.
Sears 12" e saw, like




steering, braces and air
condition. Call 753-6680.
1975 MUKANG II.
_Green, 4 speed four
cylinder. Good con-
dition. $2300 Call 767-
2877.
1974 PINTO Squire















power steer rig, power
brakes autogic• 1975









1971 DATSIP4 240Z, good
running crier, needs
body wort $1800. Call
753_6688 or -53-1931.





air, AM kith nape
_PisAilfc7iiorfi-41A1161_41egt•
1976 CH.EVY MONZA,
19,000 miles. $2600 or
best offer. Call 759-1158.
50. Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES - Your friendly
Starcraft dealer. Travel
trailers, pop ups, used
campers and toppers.
All at discount prices.
Complete line of parts
and accessories. We
service what we sell.
Open Monday-Saturday,
a.m. till ? Sunday,
12:30 until 6 p.m. East 94
--Highway 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
TDLEWILD CUSTOM
fiberglass camper for El
Camino .or Ranchero
trucks, sleeps four, gas
cooking and heat, 3 way
refrigerator. $2500. Will
sell equipped El Camino -
truck if desired. Call 753-
7745.
WESTERN KY. Travel
Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,










TER, interior or ex-
terior. Call for free
estimate 489-2322 after 6
p.m.









No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone:-
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we





Tenn. 38242. Phone 901-
642-1328.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
'beneath groilrid. Lëives
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free Estimate, _
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
51 Services Offered
FOR YOUR. septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John




finishing. 10 years ex-
-perience. Call 436-2563,
Rarph-Worley,













Anything in black or
block. No jobs too big or-












WILL DO ALL TYPES 
carpenter week.- WILL MOW lawns in
perienced. Large or,. Murray and around






roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by. Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills: Call Sears
753-2310 for 'free
estimates 
ANY KIND of hauling in
city or county. Call 759-
1247 or 753-9685.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310



















(LL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank wort. Fiele







Company Inc. Air con-














ficient service. No job .
too sniall. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.





struction Co., Route 2
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
LICENSEb ELEC-
--TRICAN gas in- •
stallation will do
plumbing, heating apd








Fri. & Sat 1-2:30
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Street.
Coil this number after: 5;_00_1.9_assi.we -







COUNI'FLY ESTATE on 51/2 a. Located 16 mi.
South of Murray on Hwy. 641 near Puryear, TN.
Lovely 3 BR Brick, 2 baths, LR, DR, Kit.,
Family Room w/fireplace. Double Garage. 2
Barns, Fruit trees, fenced. Owner leaving State.
642-2674 'Paris Realty Paris, Tn.
Call Listing Agent for appointment. Ph:
901-247-3259
1974 raft 13 VAN •





(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference) "
Taber's Body Shop







llovee, geriloo, mote, sewer,
power and cascade reels sail
etc.
753-5703
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A Murray Route Three
resident, Mrs. Lydia M.
Henry. died Saturday at 8:55
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 84
years of age and the wife of
Emmett Henry- who died sept.
23, 1958.
Mrs. Henry was a member
- of the Seventh and Poplar
"Cbur h  .0__C1irist.._ and was a
preceded in death by one son,
Oliver Brent Henry in 1961.
Born Oct. 18, 1893, in Calloway
County. she was the daughter
of the late John C. Oliver and
Frances Edwinna Rowlett
Oliver.
Surivnrs  include two
daughters, Ms. , Libert W.
(Pauline) Canino, ..341itray:
and Mrs: Mark 4Sylvesta
Thomason, Murray Route
Three: one sister, Mrs. Calude
(Bernice), Steele, Murray
Route Eight; one grandson,
Gerry. Ballard, Scottsboro,
; wo granddaughters,
Mrs. -Prestine Carroll and
Vesta Edwinna
Koehler, Ha yttisville, Md.:
four great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating. Singers from
the Seventh and Poplar
Church are providing the song
service.
Serving as pallbearers are
Gary Ballard. Connie Steele,
John C. Steele, David Fitts, M.
W. Henry, and Raybord
Henry. Burial will follow in
the Hicks Cemetery.
The funeral for Mrs. 'Maud_
Camp Miller of 1612 Farmer
Avenue, Murray, was held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Furnal Home with Bro.
Kenneth Hoover and Bro. 0.
D. McKendree officiating.
Crine Rob Bailey -directed
the song service.
Pallbearers were Albert Lee
West. Bali MiirdOCk. Marvin
Aleonder, Otis, Clifford, and
DoyleMiller.,Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery. '
Mrs. Miller, age 87, died
Friday at 11:50 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
Grover Miller. died Feb. 26.
1964. She was a member of the
Williams Chapel Church a
Christ. Born Dec. 9. 1890, in
Calloway County. she was the
daughter of the late Porter
Camp and Emma Tidwell
Camp
Survivors, include two
daughters, Mrs. Ophie Lee
Steele, Murray, and Mrs. 3.
W. I Opah Harned, Reidland;
one son, J. Homer Miller,
Murray; two grandchildren,
Miss Shoron Steele, Murray,
and Ron Miller, Augusta, Ga.:
two great fe-andchildren.
Federal State Market News Service May
1. Mt
Kentucky Padua. Ares Hog Market
Report Indadiesd Iterbeglantions.
Receipt,: Ad. 1141 Het. rb Barrows &
GSM wady alas. instances 71t
ftberigoes dead, EA Mem
US 1471.411/Lbe. bill6/0-35
141/141. Lbs. 
Ull $4 Llm 
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Mrs. Ruby Jackson of
Murray Manor Apartments
died Saturday at 9:30 p.m. at
the Murray-Cailloway County
Hospital. She was the wife of
Luther Jackson who died Nov.
1,1968.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church, Faith
•-.0tican Circle of the, ,same
church,. and of the J. N.
Williams Chapter of the-
United Daughter4-. of the
Confederacy. She was the
daughter of the late Thomas
Franklin Beaman and Iday
Jane Huie Beaman of
Calloway County.
Mrs. Jackson is survived by,
onelifother, -W: H. Bearnati,
Paducah; one niece, Mrs..
Martha Laurion, Crestone.
Colo_; one nephew, Brooks
Beaman Bloomington, Ill.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of thes,Mitx Churehill Funeral
hoine with the Rev. Dr. James
A. Fisher officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist.'
Serving as pallbearers are
Gillaed Ross, Steve West.
Stanley Imes Outland, Den
Cherry, .R. L. Ward, Thomas
Redden, L. 1/, Miller, and
Heron West, Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery..
171,,,,,,y Branch
Wophin:sville




Carnie Hendon. age 73, of
1603 Magnolia Drive. Murray,
died Saturday at 2:50 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His death followed
• an extended illness. His wife,
Mrs. Eine Edwards Hendon,
died in 1974.
Mr. Hendon was an em-
ployee of the Murray
Postoffice for 48 years before
retiring in 1969. A member of
the First Baptist Church, he
was secretary of Woodmen
Camp 592 for 43 years:
treasurer of the Murray
Rotary Club for many years, a
member of Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted
Masons, and a member of the
-Honorable. Order of Kentucky
Colonels.
Following his retirement,
Mr. Hendon was a fieldman
for the Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Company.'
Born June. 1904, in CalloislaY
 Cuuzity, be nes the sonyof the
Late Berry Hendon and Cora
Clark Hendon.
Mr. Hendon is survived by
one son, Dr. Gene Hendon and
his wife. Nancy.% of Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio; one grandson, Michael
K. Hendon, Murray: two
granddaughters, Nancy J.
Hendon, Louisville, and
Elizabeth M. Hendon, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio. "
The funeral will te held
Tuesday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Hey.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the
Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating. Miss Louise
Graves will be the pianist.
Entombment will follow in the
Murray Mausoleum
Friends may call at the
funeral home. - •
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take





A special white elephant
sale and auction will be held
by the Welcome Wagon Club
on Thursday, May 11, at 7:30
p.m. at the basement of the
First Christian Church.
Auctioneer Dan Miller has
donated his time to conduct
the auction, according to
officials of the club. Mer-
chants of Murray have don-
tated items for the auction
sale which includes many nice
and useful items such as gifts
certificates, necklaces, hair
combs, T-Shirts, Star Wars
toys, membership, sewing
kits, smoke alarm, baking
ring, and pottery.
The pbbcj.t invited- tor----
-*MOM auction with money
'raised to help defray the
. operating expenses of the
The Opera Workshop of the
eoartment of Musie--4t
Murray State University will
present an evening of opera on
Tuesday, May 2, in the
University Theatre.
Operas to be presented are
The Impresario by Mozart and
Trouble in Tahiti by Leonard
Bernstein: Both one-act
operas will 'be sung and
dialogue spoken in English.
All roles will be taken by
students of the music
department, and members
the Muray State 'Symphony
Orchestra will provide. the,
acc o Pri
productions are directed by
Henry Bannon.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m.
and there is no admission
charge. The public is invited
to attned.
McKENZIE, Tenn. (AP) —
The lights burned late Sunday
night in the front room of the
Ben Gaines home as family
members anxiously awaited
some word about their
abducted daughter.
Jodie Elizabeth Gaines, 18.
a senior, at. the Lausanne
School in Memphis, has been
missing since Friday night
when she left her family at the
Carroll Lake Golf Club to visit
her cousin — an appointment
she never kept.
The following morning, an
unidentified caller told' the
mother, Ludie Gaines, that
her youngest daughter had
been abucted. A substantial
ransom — reportedly $240,000
- was demanded.
The caller was • male who
apparently was trying to
disguise his voice during the
short conversation, the girl's
father said.
The • family 'said further
statements were forthcoming
at a midday news conference
today.
Gaines is president of
Gaines Manufacturing Co.,
one of this small West Ten-
nessee town's largest in-
dustries. The plant produces
furniture for motels.
As Eeporters clustered
Sunday on the front porch of
the expansive two-story
house, family members-issued
a tearful plea for the safe
return of the daughter.
"We, the family, appeal to
TRAFFIC BLOCKED — lames Moyers, Route 5, Gadsden, Ala., sustained minor injuries when the tractor-trailer he
was driving overturned early Sunday morning on U. S. 741 in Hazet According to a spokesman for Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Moyers was treated and released. According to authorities, the truck, loaded with steel, over-
turned at the intersection of U. S. 641 and KY 893 in Hazel. The wreckage led to the re-routing of traffic in that south
Calloway County for over six hours. Two other vehicles were also indirectly involved in the accident
Staff Photo by X Gene McCutcheon-
Swap' th
NEW YORK (AP) —
Leaving a trail of cryptic clues
and James Bond-ilh allusions,
convicted spy Robert
Thompson left this country as
--part of a •.fficeerway - tEF
ternational swop 61 prisoners.
spy for the
U.S.S.11:," declared -r lioin-
-*on. 43, moments before he
boarded a Pan American
flight for the first leg of his
journey to asylum in East.
Germany. But he refused to
confirm reports that he is a
Number Of Factors
WILLOW ISLAND, W.Va.
i API — The scaffolding
collapse that sent 61 con-
struction workers to their
deaths last week was probably
caused by a number of factors
working together, according
to David Rhone, who heads the
federal investigatiOn -et -the
disaster.
"I'm inclined to feel there
may be several factors
involved here now," said




He said the factors_ might
include the hoisting
mechanism use to take con-
crete to the top of the tin-. .
finished cooling tower, the
quality of the concrete, and
the unusual hour-glass design
club. of the structure.
Also considered a possible
cause was the way the
contractor, Research-Cottrell
Inc., of Bound Brook, N.J.,
moved the scaffolding up each
day after the five-foot pouring.
Earlier, officials said they did
not believe the scaffolding
itself was to blame on the
tower collapse at the
Pfeasants Power Station.
Rhone said the investigators
were proceeding with the
same "intensity" on each of
the possible causes and *II
continue in that manner until
one or more is ruled out.
_ OSHA officials said the full
investigation would probably
take two to five weeks.
Sunday? a giant crane wes .
being used to provide borings
of the structure so that the'
concrete can be analyzed.
"We kitri the failure, but
--wetre -Time liF-eeeorteir
those conditions that con-
tributed to that," said Rhone
It is possilee, Rhone said,
that the stage of construction
at which the collapse occurred
Thursday could have played a
role. That was because
workers had just finished
peering concrete at, the
nia-owest point.
Stock Market
Prices of stook of local interest at noon
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Sunday after serving 13 years
of a 30-year term for
espionage.
Thompson - was sr--
companied on the trip by East
German attorney Wolfgang
Vogel, who ,was instrumental
in arranging the prisoner
exchange. Vogel previously
helped arrange the trade of
downed U-2 pilot Francis Gary
Powers for Soviet spy Rudolf
Abel in 1962.
On his release, Thompson
told waiting reporters that
espionage is not "a game,-it's
a serious business. But if I had
to do it over again, I'd have to
do it again. This was my job....
I wouldn't change a day in my'
life, but I'm glad to be out."
Thompson said the key to
his own release was the
release by Mozambique of
Israeli flier Miron Marcus, 24,
who was imprisoned 19
months. He was jailed after
his light airplane made an
emergency landing on a flight
from Rhodesia to South
Africa.
The third man in the trade,
Alan Van Norman, 23, of
' Windom, Minn., was to be
freed from an East Berlin
prison ,_upon Thompson's
arrival.
Van Norman was sentenced
to 21/2 years by the East
01.1c9 • • • —Stator - Cie-TM-Rill for trying to
smuggle a doctor, his wife and
" his son to the West. He has
 2" -41 been in jail since February
II nos +
sp., set wk. est 1977.
THINK ABOUT IT!
By blurt Mos
Have you ever noticed those who think twice before
making a promise can ustially be counted on to keep
the promise? Careless protnises should never be given
- or counted on. A promise' is a pledge; an obligation to
be kept. A promise that cab cause discomfort, harm or
injustice to yourself- or to others - should never be
mode, no matter how mudh prodding or persuasion is
involved Common sense should tell its the more we are
promised4he less we should expect.
It is usually very ea ly to make a promise...Its-
pediency or ctuvige of maid is seldom a justified ex-.
cuse for breaking a prctnise...A promise involves
honor, duty and ethics...3fie best pfornise you can
make - is a promise to yciurseff....Prombie yourseltil'On -
Will never make a tirotaise to any one. unless you are
fifty prepared and able to keep your promise.. In ad-
dition to spiritual benefit, it La a goad way
honer, stature, praise siefOrestke attiring men
J. N. Churchill Funeral Nome
201 Stink 3rd
1113-2411
those who have Jodie to
contact us immediately," said
sister Patti Gaines, 31, in a
choking, quavering voice.
"We are fully prepared to
act as Instructed with no in-
terference on the part of
anyone. The money is ready
now and we are prepared to
pay the rapsom. All we care
about is Jodie's safety,"z she
said.
Standing beside Miss Gaines
as she read the statement was
her mother and a brother, Ben
Gaines Jr., 20.
"Please, all we want is
Jodie Please bring our
daughter home,".. Mrs. Gaines
— said throuth -tears before -
-4 4ducking back into the house.
The family concluded the
pews conference by
distributing color photographs
of their smiling red-haired
- -daughter and saying there
would .be nothing else -said
until today.
Inside, the-father sat near
the telephone waiting for it to
ring. .
"All I've done is sit by the' --
phone praying the guy would__
• call and say what to do,"
Gaines told 'a reporter in a-
- Sunday !tight intervieiv..
. Gaines said thelait firrirefr
saw his daughter she was
driving away from the golf
Club in her blue 1976 Chevrolet
Vega. She was to visit a
cousin, Yvonne Montgomery,
who lives about two miles
from the country club.
But somewhere between the _
club, at the end of a narrow,
winding tree-lined road, and
the cousin's home, she
disappeared.
Gaines said he became
worried and called local police
when his daughter failed to
return home late Friday night.
BOILED SHRIMP DINNER
$289
You get 16 shrimp,
cole slaw, french fries, cocktail sauce
and 2 Southern style hush puppies.
You get 16 boiled shrimp, cocktail sauce,
and 2 Southern style hush puppies.r =PM OM MI NM MIS ougaimem ..... snm• UM Of MI IMOI IM Oft OM MIN IMP UM MIS OM UM Mill :
ed Shrimp III
I
It M. to aose" I1or-I Special I.
Buy one Boded Shrimp Dinner or Boat and get a second Dinner or IBoat FREE One coupon per customer Coupon must be presented- Iat time or purchase Offer good Mon..Tue ,Wed.,May 1, 2, 3,1978 Iat participating captain D's
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